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0. Biblarz , MilD Meeting, UTSI, April 1974 (AFOSR Contrac t ) ,
“Voltage Profiles in the Vicinity of Non—emitting Elec-
trodes ,” with R. C. Dolson .
0. Biblarz , 27th Annual Gaseous Elec tronics Conference ,
Houston , Texas , October 1974 , “Stabilization of a Medium
Press Discharge by Turbulent Flows,” with L. J. Aunchman,
“Influence of Gas Turbulence on Discharge Instability ,”
by invitation of Workshop Coordinator .
0. Biblarz , 27th Annual APS Meeting, Division of Fluid Dynamics ,
“Numerical Results for Thermal Blooming in Transonic
Slewing,” with F. Carey and H. Burden.
0. Biblarz , AIAA 11th Aerospace Meeting, Washington , 1973 ,
“Density Changes in Laser Cavity Including Wall Reflec-
tions and Kinetics of Energy Release ,” with A. E. Fuhs.
0. Biblarz , APS Division of Fluid Dynamics , Yale , Connecticut ,
1973 , “Thermal Blooming in Supersonic/Subsonic Slewing,”
with A. E. Fuhs and H. Burden.
0. Biblarz , SPIE Meeting, San Diego , 1973 , “Laser Internal
Aerodynamics and Beam Quality ,” with A. E. Fuhs~.
0. Biblarz and R. C. Dolson , “Voltage Profiles in the Vicinity
of Non-emitting Electrodes ,” presented before the 14th MHD
Symposium, University of Tennessee Space Institute . Pub-
lished in Proceeding,~~ April 1974.
0. Biblarz and L. J. Aunchrtian, “Stabilization of a Medium
Pressure Discharge by Turbulent Flows,” presented before
the 27 th Annual Gaseous Electronics Conference , Houston,
Texas, 1974 , the abstract published in The Proceedings and
the Bulletin of the American Physical Society.
D. J. Collins, “Holographic Interferometry,” D. J. Collins
Lecture Series 54 , February 1973, Von Karmen Institute ,
Belgium .
D. J. Collins , “Holographic Interf erometry ,” D. J. Collins ,
“Internatioral Workshop on Three-Dimensional Image Recon-
struction Techniques , July 1974 , Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory, invited lecture , 3bstract to appear in Proceedings.
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M o n t e r ey ,  Ca l  i f o r n i a
DEPARTMENT OF A E R O N A U T I C S
CON F E R E N C E  P R E S E N T A T I O N S  (CONT )
D. J. Collins , “ M a t h e m a t i c a l  F o u n d a t i o n s  of Th ree -d imens iona l
R e c o n s t r u c t i o n  Techni ques , ” d i s c u s s i o n  conducted  and wr i t -
ten by D. J.  Co l l i n s  at  W o r k s h o p .  R e w r i t e - u p  to appear as
p a r t  of P roceeding~~.
A. F . Fu hs , D .  1. B a i l e y ,  and P .  W.  Tower , “ P o l l u t i o n  Con t ro l
of A i r p o r t  E ng i n e  Test F a c i l i t ie s , ” PEP AGARD-NATO , Con-
ference on Atmo~ phcric Pollution by Aircraft Engines ,AGARD CP-125, l~~73.
A. F. Fuhs and 0. Biblar~~, “Laser Internal Aerodynamics andBeam Quality, ” ~ociet\- of Photoqraphic and InstrumentationEngineers , Proceedings of 1973 Annual Meeting (in press).
A. E. Fuhs , ‘Density Changes in a Laser C a v i t y  Including Wall
Reflections and Kinetics of Energy Release ,” 1st Aerospace
Sciences  r~lc- et i nq , Washinqton , D. C., 1973.
A. E. Fuhs , “Thermal Blooming in Supersonic Slowing ,” Fluid
Mechanics Division , American Physical Society, Yale
University, 1973.
A. F. Fuhs , “Therma l B1oomin~ in Subsonic Slowing ,” FluidMechanics Division , American Physical Society, Yale
University, 1973.
A. E. Fuhs , “Energetics for Aircraft Auxiliary Power Systems ,”
AGARD Conference Proceedings, No. 104 , London , Technical
Editing & Reproduction Ltd., 1972.
A. F. Fuhs , “An Open Jet Wind Tunnel for External Burning with
a Spinning Projectiles ,” AIAA/SAE 9th Propulsion Confer-
ence , Las Veqas , Ne~-ada , 1973.
A. F. Fuhs , “External Burninq Assisted Projectiles: Theory
and Experiment ,” A TAA ,~SAF 9th Propulsion Conference ,Las Vegas , Nevada , 1973.
A. F. Fuhs , “Diaqnostics and Engine Condition Monitoring, ”
Second Tn -service Meetinq on Engine Health Monitoring,
NAS , Lemoore , (‘A, 1973.
A. I. Fuhs , “External Purninq Assisted Projectile——A Progress
Report ,” 10th JANNAE-’ Combustion Meeting, Newport , Rhode






A. E. Fuhs , “Diagnostics and Eng ine Condition Monitoring ,”
presented at Second Tn -service Meeting on Engine Health
Monitoring , 1973. Published by Naval Air Propulsion Test
Center , Trenton , New Jersey .
A. E. Fuhs , W. Smithey , M. Naber and G. Caswell , “External
Burning Assisted Projectiles-—A Progress Report ,” 10th
JANNAF Combust ion M e e t i n g ,  Newpor t , Rhode I s l and , 1973 ,
( i n  press)
A. E. Fuhs and 0. Biblarz , “Laser Internal Aerodynamics and
Beam Quality, ” Society of Photoqraphic & Instrumentation
Engineers , Proceedings of 1973 Annual Meeting .
A. E . Fuhs , “Therma l Blooming  w i t h  Transon ic  S l e w i n g , ” Laser
Propagation Workshop , Kirtland AFB , NM , AFWL , ~974.
A. E. Fuhs , “Numerical Resul ts for Therma l Blooming in Trans-
onic Slewing ,” MUD , P l a s m a s , and R a d i a t i o n  Session of APS
Annual Meeting of the Division of Fluid Dynamics , Pasadena ,
CA , 1974.
A. E. Fuhs , “An Exact Inverse Solution to Thermal Blooming in
Transonic Slewing ,” MI lD , Plasma s, and Radiation Session
of APS Annual Meetinq of the Division of Fluid Dynamics ,
Pasadena , CA , 1974 .
T. H. Gawain , “Basic Performance Limits for Propellers ,”
Naval Postgraduate School , 1973 .
T. H. Gawain , “Basic Performance Limi ts for Propellers ,”
Naval  Ai r  Developmen t Cen ter , 1973.
T. H. Gawain , “Basic Performance Limits for Propellers ,”
Naval Ship Research & Development Center , 1973.
T. II. Gawain , “Three Dimensional Instability in Simple
Poiseuille Flow ,” Nava l Postgraduate School , 1974.
G. II. Lindsey , “Summary of Research on Dewetting at the Naval
Postgraduat e School ,” JANNA F Struc tures and Mechancial
Behavior Workinq Group 11th ~1eeting , 1973 , CPIA Publication
D. W. Netzer , “An Investigation of the Internal Ballistics of
Solid Fuel Ramlets ,” with L. P. Boaz, 10th JANNAF Combus-
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D. W . Netzei , “ R e v i e w  of the Workshop on the Effects of
Acceleration on the Combustion of Solid Propellants ,”
10th JANNAF Combus t ion  M e e t i n g , N a v a l  War Col lege ,
1973.
D. W. Netzer , “An Inv esti-iation of the Internal Ballistics
of Solid Fuel Ram jets ,” with C. F. Jones , I I I , and 3. T.
Phaneu f , 11th JANNAF C o m b u s t i o n  M e e t i n g ,  JPL , Pasadena ,
1974.
D. W . Net~ er , “Modelin g Solid Fuel Ramjet Combustion , ” 12 thJANNAF Combustion MeetinQ , N a v a l  War Col lege , Newpor t ,
R. I., 11—15 Au gust 1975.
D. W. Netzer , “Experimen tal and Analytical Studies of Solid
Fuel Ramjets,” Workshop on Modelinq Airhreathing Combus—
tors , 11th JANNAF Combustion Meeting, JPL , Pasadena , CA ,
September 9—13 , 1974.
D. W. Netzer , “Ammonium Perchloratc and Ammonium Perchiorate—
Binder Sandwich Combustion ,” 12th Aerospace Science M e e t i n g ,
Washington , D. C., January 30—February 1, 1974.
D. W. Netzer , “Experimental Study of the Flow Field in Solid
Fuel Ramjets ,” JANNAF Workshop on Airbreathinq Combustors ,
Naval War College , Newport , R. 1., 12-1 3 August 1975.
M, F. Platzer and LT C. W. Brix , “Theoretical Investigation
of Supersonic Flow Past Oscillating Cascades with Sub-
sonic Leading-Edge Locus ,” AIAA Paper No. 74-14 , presented
at AIAA 12th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 1974.
M. F. Platzer and LT II. G. Chalkley , “Theoretical Investiga-
tion of Supersonic Cascade Flutter and Related Interfer-
ence Problems ,” AIAA Paper No. 72-377 , presented at AIAA/
ASMF/SAE 13th Struc tures , Structural Dynamics , and
Materials Conference , San An tonio , Texas , 1972.
M . F. Platzer , “Unsteady Transonic and Supersonic Cascade
Flow ,” Proc . Workshop on Aeroelasticity in Turbomachines ,
Office of Naval Research Project Squid , Indianapolis ,
Indiana , 1972.
M. F . Platzer , L. J, Deal, and W . S. Johnson , “Experimen tal
Investiqation of Oscillatory Jet Flow Effects ,” paper
Presen ted be fore  the Symposium on Unsteady Aerodynamics ,
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M. F. Platzer , W. R. Chadwick and 3. K. Bell , “On the Analysis
of Supersonic Flow Past Oscillating Cascades ,” presented
before the Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research and
Development (AGARD ) Conference on Unsteady Phenomena in
Turbomachinery, Monterey , California , 1975. Published in
The Proceedings,  1975 , A GARD-CP P - 177 , Paper  No. 2 9 .
R. D. Zucker, “Demonstration of Slide-Tape Briefings for Labo-
ratories, ” presented at N a t i o n a l  ASEE Annua l  M e e t i n g ,
Iowa State University, 1973.
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NAVAL PO S!’C R A D U A F F  SCh OOL
Monterey, Cml ifornia
DEPARTMENT OF A ERONAMh T C S
J O U R N A L  P U B L I C A T I O N S
R. F. Ball , “Dynamic Buckling of Shallow Spherical Shells ,”
with 3. A. Burt , Journal of App lied Mechanics, Trans.
ASME , Vol. 40, Series E , No. 2 (1973).
R . F. Ball , “Fuel Tank hall Response to Hydrau~.ic Ram Duringthe Shock I’hase ,” wi th }T ~ C. Power and A. F. Fuhs , AIAAJournal , Vol. 10 (1973).
R. F. Ball , “Compu ter Analysis of Buckling of Imperfec t Shells ,”
wi th B. A. ivan , Journal of Structural Division, Proceedings
ASCE , Vol. 99, N o .  STLO (1973).
R. E. Ball , “Some Structural Problems in Gun-Launched Rocket
Motors ,” with D. Salinas , JANNAF Opera tional Serviceability
and Structures and Mechanical Behavior Working Groups——l974 ,
Combined Annual Meetino , NPS , Mon terey , CA , (‘PTA Publica tion
No. 253.
R . F . B a l l , “ A Comparison of Coml uter Results for the Dynamic
Response of the T M SC Trunca ted Cone ,” et al. , Computers &
Struc tures, Vol. 4 (1974).
0. Biblarz , “Turbulence Effec ts on an Ambient Pressure Dis-
charge ,” Journal of Applied Physics, 45 , 66 (197 4 ) , w i t h
R. F. Nelson .
0. Biblarz , “Expl. Verification of Density Inhomogeneity.. . ,“
Applied Physics Letters, 24 , 132 ( 1 9 7 4 ) ,  with A. E. Fuhs
and others.
0. Biblarz , “Laser Cavity Density Changes... , “ AIAA Journal,
12 ( 1 9 7 4 ) , with A. E. Fuhs.
0. Biblarz , “Laser Internal Aerodynamics and Beam Quality, ”
wi th A. E. Fuhs , Proceedings of SPIE Dev. Laser Tech IT,
41 ( 1 9 7 3 )
0. F3iblarz , R . C. Dolson , and A. M. Shorb , “Anode Phenomena
in a Collision Dominated Plasma ,” Journal of Applied
Physics, 1975 .
H. W . Burden , “The Effec t of Wall Porosity on the Stability
of Parallel Flows Over C o m p l i a n t  Boundaries ,” being sub-
mitted to Journal of Fluid Mechanics.
II. W. Burden , “The IL fect of Wall Porosity on the  S t a b i l i t y
of Parallel Flows Over Compliant Boundaries ,” presenta-
tion and abstract , Bulletin of American Physical Society,
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M o n t e r e y ,  C a l i f o r n i a
DEPA RTMENT OF AE RONAUTI CS
JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS (CONT)
H. W. Burden , “Therma l Blooming in Subsonic  (Laser  Beam
Slewing ,” presentation and abstract in Bulle tin of
American Physical SocietI, 18 (1973).
H. W. Burden , “Numerical Results for Thermal Blooming in
Transonic Slewing ,” A. E. Fuhs , American Physical Society,
19 (1974).
H. W. Burden , “An Exac t Inverse  So lu t ion  to Therma l Bloom ing
in Transonic Slewing ,” A. E. Fuhs and F. E. Carey , abstract
in Bulletin of American Physical Society, 19 (1974).
D. J . Collins , “Application of Holographic Interferome try to
Density Field Determination in Transonic Corner Flow ,”
R. A. Kosakowski and D. J. Col l ins , AIAA.
A. E. Fuhs and 0. Biblarz , “Laser Cavi ty Density Changes with
K i n e t i c s  of Energy  Release ,” AIAA Journal, 12 (1974).
A. F. Fuhs , “Introduction to Distortion Induced Engine Insta-
bili ty, ” Distortion Induced Engine Instability, AGARD Lec-
ture Series, No. 72 (1974).
A. E. Fuhs , 0. Biblanz , J. K. Cawthra , and J. L. Campbell ,
“Experimental Verification of Density Inhomogeneity Due
to Lasing in a Gas-Dynamic Laser ,” Appl ied Ph ysics Let-
ters , 24 (1974).
A. E. Fubs , G. W . Margerum , and J. W. Leonard , “Fiber Optic
and Laser Dig ital Pressure Transducers ,” Instrumentation
for Air—Breathing Propulsion, Edited by A. F. Fuhs and
Marshall Kingery , Vol. 34 , in progress  in As trona ut ics
Series, Cambridge , MA : The MIT Press , 1974.
A. E. Fuhs and CDR W . Smithey , “Ex te rna l  B u r n i n g  Assisted
P r o j e c t i l e,” Purdue Workshop on Base Burning , in press ,
Vol. in AIAA Progress Series.
A. E. Fuhs , “Wave S t ructure  of A i r c r a f t Exhaus t ,” submi tted
to Journal of Aircraft.
A. F. Fuhs , R. F. Ball , and H. L. Power , “Fuel Tank Wall Res-
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Mont o roy, Ca li forn i a
DH; CM FNT OF APPONAV I [CS
J O V P N .  ~ . t PIJCATI ()NS ( L ’O N T )
A .  F .  Fuhs and 0. Bib1ar~~, “ i ) o n S i t y  Chanqos in a Laser CavityIncludino Call Re l&ctions and Kinetics of Eneroy Release , ”
A IAA Parer No. 73—141 , 11th Aeros~~ace Sc iences  M e e t i n g ,
Cash  ~nu ton , D . C. 19~~3. \~~~~~1O t 0(1 for publication in AIA AJ o u r n a l)
A.  E.  Fuhs , 0. B i b 1ar :~ , and F. F . Carey , ‘t t n i mal Bloomin c i nSupersonic Slew i n T  , “ Bulletin o~_- Ant ’ icon j~~~sical__Society,18: (1973) , a b s t r a c t  o n l y .
A. F. Fuhs , lb . C. Burden and 0. Biblarz , ‘Therma l Bloomir .o in
Subsonic Slewin c , ’ Rulletin of American Physical Society,
18 (1973) , abstract only.
A. I . Fuhs , 0. Bibl arr , F. Carey , and H. Burden , “Nume rical
Results for Thermal Bloominq in Transonic Slowing ,’
Bulle tin of Ame ri can Physical_ Society, 19 (1974), abs trac t
only.
A. F. Fuhs, H. B u r d en , and F. Carey , “An Inverse Solution to
Therma l Bloominq in Transonic Slewinq ,” Bulle tin of American
Physical Society, 1q (1(174), abstrac t only.
T. 11 . Gawain , “ An Operational System of Grading , with G. H.
Lindsey , Enqin eerinq Education , Vol. 63 (1973).
T. H. Cawain , “Some Reflections on Education for Creativity
in Enqineer inci , ” I F F E  Transactions on Education , Vol. E—l7
(1974).
R. A. Iless , “Suboptima ]. Control of Time Delay Systems , ” IEEE
Transac tions on Automatic Control, AC—l8(6) (1973).
B. A. Hess , “Nonacijectival Rating Scales in Ilumari Response
Experim ento Human Factors ,” 1973.
R. A . Hess , “Erro r Quantization Effects in Compensatory
Track iul Tasks ,” ll :t :F Transactions on Systems, Man and
Cyberne tics, SMC—4 (4) (1974).
B. A. Hess and I. w . Ch e a t , “A Mo d e l  Based A n a l y s i s  of a Dis-
p l ay  of He l i c o p t e r  L a n din o  Approach , ” T r a n s a c t i o n s,  Sys-
tems,  Ma n and Cybernetics, 1975.
G. H .  L i n d s e y ,  “V i s c o e l a s t i c  F r a c t u r e  of Sol id Fr o p e l l a nts
in Pressurization loading Conditions ,” Journal of Space-
craft and Rockets , Vol. ii , No. 10 (October 1974).






G. H. Lindsey, “Some Observations on Fract ure Under Combined
Loading,” in progress in Flaw Growth & Fracture Toughness,
ASTM publication STP 536 , American Society for Testing
and Materials, 1973.
G. H. Lindsey , “An Isotropic Theory of Dewettable Solids ,” ‘1
Transac tions of the Socie ty of Rheology, Vol. 17, No. 3
(1973), co—authored with S. A. Murch .
G. H. Lindsey, “An Operational System of Grading ,” ASEE Journal
of Engineering Education, Vol. 63 , No. 6 (March 1973) , co-
authored with T. H. Gawain) .
G. H. Lindsey , “Crack Trajectories in Solic Propellant Under
Combined Loads , ” I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Jou rna l  of F r a c t u r e ,  Vol .
11, No. 2 (April 1975), co-authored with S. A. Marinshaw .
G . H.  Lindsey , “Determination of Dewetting Criterion for Non-
linear Solid Pr p  1.lant Stress Analysis ,” American Society
Mechanical Engine ing Jou rna l  of Eng i n e e r i n g  Materials
and Technology, Vol . 97, Series H, No. 3 (July 1975 ),
co-authored with J. F. Woods .
D. W. Netzer , “Arnonium Perchlorate and Ammonium Percholorate -
Binder Sandwich Combustion ,” w ith J. L. Murphy , AIAA
Journal, Vol. 12, No. 1 (1974).
D. W. Netzer , “ Ammonium Perchlorate Combus t ion :  Effects of
Sample Preparation; Ingredient Type , and Pressure , Tempera-
ture and Acceleration Environments ,” with T. G. Boggs and
D. E. Zurn of N.W.C., Combined Science and Technology,
1973.
D. W. Netzer , “Nonmetallized Solid Propellant Combustion in
Standard and High Accelera tion Environments ,” with A. M.
Abraham , III, Combined Science and Technology, Vol. 11,
No. 1 S 2 , pp. 75—83 (1974).
D. W. Netzer , “Laser Schlieren for Study of Solid Propellant
Combustion ,” with J. R. Andrews , accepted for publication
in AIAA Journal.
M. F. Platzer , “Wind Tunnel Interference on Oscillating Air-
foils in Low Supersonic F low ,” Acta Mechanica 16, 1973.
M. F. Platzer , C. W. Brix , Jr. and K. A. Webster , “Linearized
Characteristics Method for Superso n ic F low Pas t Vibrating
Shells ,” AIAA Journal, Vol. 11 (1973).
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JOURNAL P U B L I C A T I O N S  (CONT )
M. F. Platzer , “Transonic Blade Flutter - A Survey,” Th€
Shock and Vib ration Digest,  Vol. 7 ( 1 9 7 5 ) .
M .  F .  P l a t z e r  and D.  D.  L iu , “ Approx ima te  Method s fo r  Trans-
onic Flow Past Finite Wedge Profiles ,” accepted for pub-
lication in Zeitschrift fur angewandte Mathematik urid
Mechanik (ZAMM)
Ii. L. Power , “Magnus Effect on Spinning Bodies of Revolution ,”
w i t h J. D.  I ve r sen , AIAA J o u r n a l,  Vol. 11, No. 4 (1973).
B. D. Zucker , “Slide—tape Briefings for Laboratories ,” ERM








R. F. Ball , “A Comparison of Several Computer Solutions to
Three Structural Shell Analysis Problems ,” with R. F.
Hartung, Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Techn ical
Report AFFDL TR-73-15, 1973.
R. E. Ball , “Transient Axial Response of a Gun-Launched Rocket
Motor Case During Launc h , ” w i t h  D .  Sa l inas, T e c h n i c a l
Report NPS59Zc73O11A, 1973.
R. F. Ball , “Design Buckling Curves for Gun-Launched Rockets ,”
w i t h  D. Sa l inas , Technica l  Repor t  N P S 5 9 Z c 7 3 O 8 1A ,  1973 .
R. E. Ball , “FY 73 Hydraulic Ram Studies ,” with A. F. Fuhs
and II. L. Powers , TechnicaL Report NPS57Fu74021, 1974.
R. F. Ball , “Prediction of the Response of the Exit Wall of
the NWC 50 Cubic Feet Tank to Hydraulic Ram ,” Technical
Report NPS57Bp74O31, 1974.
R. E. Ball , “Radial Pressure on a Gun—Launched Motor Case Due
to Slumping Propellant ,” with D. Salinas , Technical Report
NPS59Zc74031, 1974.
R. E. Ball , “A Discussion of Dynamic Crack Propagation in
Bent Plates ,” Technical Report NPS57Bp74041, 1974.
R. F. Ball , “Natural I’ requencies of Bonded and Unbonded
Propellants in Three-and-Five-Inch Rocket Motors ,” Tech-
nical Report NPS57Pn74051 , 197 4 .
R. E. Ball , “Aircraft Fuel Tank Vulnerability to Hydraulic
Ram: Modification of the Northrup Finite Element Com-
puter Code BR- i to Include Fluid-Structure Interaction-—
Theory and User ’s Manual for BR-lIlR ,” Technical Repor t
NPS57Bp74071, 1974.
0. Biblarz , “Gas Properties Computational Procedure Suitable
for Electronic Calculators ,” Technical Report NPS57Zi-
74071A, with J. R. Andrews .
0. Biblarz , “Electroqasdynamic Spectral Anemometer ,” Technical
Repor t N P S S 7 Z i 7 4 1 12 A .
0. Biblarz , “Electrohydrodynamics (EIID) Research ,” Techn ical
Report NPS57Zi73O21A.
13
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NAVAL POST GRI ’DUATE SCHOOL
Monterey, California
DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS
TEChNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (CONT)
0. Biblarz and B. C. Dolson , “Electrode Loss Mechanism in
MI-ID Generators ,” Technical Report NPS57Zi75052A, 1975.
A . F. Fuhs , “Density Inhomogeneity in a Laser Cavity Due to
Energy Release ,” Technical Report NPS57Fu72O51A , 1972.
Published in AIAA Journal, II (1973).
T. H. Gawain , “An Alternative Formulation of the Lifting
Li ne Wing Equation and Its Solution ,” Technical Repor t
NPS57Gn73121A, 1973.
T. H. Gawain , “On the Axiomatic Foundations of Dimensional
Analysis ,” Technical Report NPS57Gn74051, 1974.
R. A. Hess , “A Revised Design Concept for the A-7E Approach
Power Compensator Sys tem ,” l’73.
D. M. Layton , “Quarterly — Surface Effect Ship Program Office. ”
D. M. Layton , “Evaluation of the XR-3 Testcraft ,” Technic al
Report NPS57Ln73OI1F3, January l973.*
D. M. Layton , “Evaluation of the XR- 3 Testcraft.” Techn ical
Report NPS57Ln7304113 ,” April 1973.*
D. M. Layton , “Evaluation of the XR—3 Testcraft ,” Techn ical
Report NPS57Ln 7 31O1B ,” October j973•*
D. ‘1. Layton , “Evaluation of the XR- 3 Testcraft ,” Technical
Report NPS57Ln73122B ,” December 1973.*
*Joint report with Professor G. J. Thaler , Elec tr ical
Engineering Department.
D. M. Layton , “Testing the XR-3 Captured Air Bubble Testcraft ,”
16 mm. sound color movie , 22 minutes , SPECIAL , Naval A ir
Systems Command , October 1973.
D. M. Layton , “Fli ght Evaluat ion Techniques Program ,” Technical
Report NPS57Ln7312113, December 1973.
D. M. Lay ton , “QUARTERLY--Surface I:ifect Ship Program Office
I , II, III , IV ,” 1974.
D. M. Layton , “ANNUAL-Surface Effect Ship Program Office ,”
December 1974.
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TECHNICAL REI1ORTS AND NOTES (CONT)
D . M. Layton , “SPECIAL-Naval Ship Research & Development
Center , July 1974 - XR- 3 Turning Performance. ”
G . H. Lindsey , “Viscoelastic Analysis Method for Rocket
Motors Containing Crack s,” Technical Report NPS57Li-
7303lA, 1973.
D. W . Netzer , “Amrnonium Percholrate and Ammonium Perchlorate-
Binder Sandwich Combustion ,” J. L. Murphy , Techn ical
Report NPS57Nt73O21A, 1973.
D. W . Netzer , “Internal Ballistics of Solid Fuel Ramjets ,”
L. D. Boaz , C. E. Jones III , Technical Report NPS57Nt-
72091B, 1973.
D. W. Netzer , “An Investigation of the Internal Ballistics
of Solid Fuel Ramje ts,” L. D. Roaz , Technical Report
NPS57Nt73O31A, 1973.
D. W. Netzer , “An Investigation of Solid Propellant Combus-
tion in Standard and High Acceleration Environments ,”
with M. Abraham , III , 0. A. Klahr , and B. B. Gerhard t,
Technical Report NPS57Nt74O31, 1974.
D. W. Netzer , “Flow Characteristics in Solid Fuel Ramjets ,”
with J. T. Phaneuf , Jr., Technical Report NPS57Nt74081,
1974.
D. W. Netzer , “The Development of an Optically Active Laser
Schlieren System with Application to High Pressure Solid
Propellant Combustion ,” J. R. Andrews , Technical Repor t
NPS57Nt75082, 1975.
D. W. Netzer , “Modification of an Ambient Air Quality Model
for Assessment of U.S. Naval Aviation Emittants ,” wi th
K. I. Weal , Technical Repor t NPS57 Nt75O7 1A , 1975.
D. W. Netzer , “An Investigation of the Flow in Turbojet Test
Cells and Augmenters ,” J. D. Hayes , Technical Report
NPS57Nt751O1, 1975.
H. L. Power , A.  E. Fuhs , and R. F. Ball , “FY 73 Hydraulic
Ram Studies ,” Technical Repor t  NP S5 7F ’ u 7 4 02 1, 197 4 .
H. L. Power , “FY 74 Experimental hl yd ia u l ic Ram Studies ,”
Technica l Report NPS57Ph74081, 1974.




Monterey, Cal i f o r n i a
DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (CONT )
H.  L. Power , “Sp i n n i n g  M i s s i l e  Magnus  Force Measu remen t , ”
Technical  Report  N P S 5 7 P h 7 4 1 I 1,  1974 .
H.  L. Power , “ F Y  74 Experimental Hydraulic Ram Studies ,”
Technical Report NPS57Ph74081, 1974.
H . L. Power , “FY 75 Experimental Hydraulic Ram Studies ,”
Technical Report N P S5 7 P h 7 5 0 6 1,  1975.
R. P. Shreeve , “Calibration of Flow Nozzles Using Traversing
Pitot—Static Probes ,” Technical Report NPS57Sf73O71A,
1973.
B. P. Shreeve , “Report on the Testing of a Hybrid (Radial-
to O A xi a l )  Comp ressor ,” Technical Report NPS57Sf73112A ,
1973.
B. P.  Shreeve , “Calculation of Turbine Rotor Blade Charac-
teristics——Profile 4,” Technical  Report W/DP-57Sf302O1, S
1973.
B. P. Shreeve , “Estimation of Rotor-Face Inlet Conditions
and Inlet Blockage Factor for General Atomic Corp. Helium
Compressor , ” Technica l  Repor t  G A — R P S 7 4 0 5 — l ,  1974.
B. P. Shreeve , “Ana lys is o f the P e r f o r m a n ce of the Genera l
Atomic Corp . Helium Compressor ,” Technical GA-RPS7405—2,
1974.
R. P. Shreeve , “Analysis of the Cavitation Onset in the
Rotor Blad ing  of the Ma rk 14 Ener gy Absorber ,” Memorandum
EA—RPS7408—2 , 1974.
R. P. Shreeve , “Program to Calculate Non-Uniform Cylindrical
Flow in an Annulus ,” Memorandum GA- RPS7406-l, 1974.
R. P. Shreeve , “Analysis of the Cavitation Onset in the
Rotor Blading of the Mark 14 Enerqy Absorber ,” Memorandum
EA—RPS7408—l , 1974.
B. P. Shreeve , “Flow into a Transonic Compressor Rotor , Par t
1 — Analysis ,” Technical Repor t N PS57 Sf 74O S .l, 1974.
M .  I I .  Vavra , “ D e s i qr i  Repor t  of Hybrid Compressor and Associ—
at-ed Test Ri q , ” Technical Report NPS57Va73O71A, 1973.
16
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TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (CONT)
M. H . Vav ra , “Redesign of the Low Speed Three-Stage Axial
F low Compressor Test Fac ility,” Technical Report
NPS57Va73 12 1A, 1973.
M. H. Vavra , “Calculating Procedure of Sea-Level Static
Performance of Two-Spool Afterburning Bypass Jet Engine ,”
Technical Report NPS57Va73061A, 1973.
M. H. Vavra , “Calculating Method for Multi-Stage Axial
Compressors wi th Impulse Blading and Cons tant Tip
Diameter ,” 1974.
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1)EF’A ’~”lEN’l’ 0!’ A I:EO NAE ’l’ k’S
‘I’HESLS 1)1 REC’I’EI)
J . C . It i t  :‘.burqe r , “ Two— I ) i men s  i ona I A n t  I vs is  o t !‘l u Id— St rue—
t u r 5 t  1 Interact ion by Met 110(1 ot I ’i n i t o  I ) i  I er e nc os  — S
Ilydrau l ic Earn , ‘rho Fue l ‘lank 10 el len ,” M a s t e r ’ s Thesis,
1974 , (Advisor: H. F .  b.il 1 )
C . N . Iloim , “ IIv lrau i i c Ran; P r e ss u r e  Mt ’,i~ ( 1 t ep ien t ;; , “ M~ iS t er ’ s‘rhesiu , l’~75 , ( A d v i s o r :  H .  F .  Ball)
D. L. S.iha , “ St  r oss  Concen t .r at  ions A r o u n d  H o l e s  i n  L a m i n a t e d
Fibrous Composites ,” M i n t e r ’ s 1 h i ’n i  , J u n e  1- )7 ’~ , (A d v i s o r :
N .  I I .  Ita nk I . 
—
B. S. Alve s , “St ten s C o n c e n t r a t i o n  in Fibrous Composite
Materia l , “ Master s Thesis , 1q75 , (Advisor: M . II. B a n k ) .
N . Oudekerk , “ Exp e rimental I nv~’ot i c i  t ion a t  I he Startin~;Process o t  Short Di I m u t e  b r  Oat; Dynamic l iners ,”
M a s t e r ’ s Thee  i s , I~~75, (A dvisor: 0. lt iblar ~’.)
J. H. Osani , “ ll i qh I’rese;ire E l e c t r i c  l ) i e c l i , i r q e  Con v e c t  ion
Laser , a Preliminary Study, ” Mast er ’ s ’rhesis , 1974 ,
( A d v i s o r :  0. B i b l , i t .’)
H .  0 . b et  t in q t ’r , “ App i ic~tt i o n  of I l o l o q r a p h i c  I n t e r  f e r o m e t r y
o t h e  E x t e r i o r  I t a l  l i s t  I c  El ow F ield in t h e  M u z z l e
E n v i r o n me n t  of a ‘Iweti t v M i lli m eter Cannon , ” Master ’s
T h e s i s , 1~~7 ’~ , (Advisor: D . J. C o l l i n s ) .
C . F .  Ha r r i s o n , “On t he  S t a b i l i t y  o t  I’ o i seu i  l i e  F l o w , ”
En q i n e er ’ s Thesis , 1 17 5 , ( A d vi s o r :  ‘I’. I!. Cawain)
R. W . ~1a1onev , “The F t t m ’ c t  ot  Seal  Shape  V a r i a t i o n s  Upon
he Per  f or m an c e  of t he X E —  (‘apt n i e ~ I Air Bubb 1 ~‘ Test —craft ,” ‘l a st e r ’ s T h e si s , 1u75 , (Advisor: B. N . Layton) .
C. M . Le ins , “ XR— (‘enter ot Oravi t y Charactcrist irs,
Master ’ s ‘l Im e s is , l’)75 , (Ad ~’ i sor : I). . L i l t oni
0. I I .  Da v i s , J r .  and P. i. V ,ilovich , Jr., “ Inve st iqat ion
o t  a Ces s n a  310 11 A i r c r a f t  f o r  A c a d e m i c  In v e st  i - i a t i o n
of 1- l v i n q  ~ ua 1 i t  j e t ;  and P e t -  fornianee Chciract em ist icsM~i s t o r ’s Thesis , H7 ~~, ( A d v i s o r :  I ) .  M .  I , p 1 t on )
P .  D a b b i e r i , “ Da ta  R e du ct  i o n  Sy s t e m  tot XR— ‘l’estcr,l t t , “





THESES DIRECTED (CONT )
W . F. Beldin , “CAB Performance with Membrane Seals ,”
Master ’s Thesis, 1973 , (Advisor: D. M. Layton).
J. F. O’Malley, “Conversion of the XR— 3 Testcraft to an
Air Spring Seal Configuration ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1973 ,
(Advisor : D. M. Layton).
J. L. Feeney, “XR—3 Data Acquisition System for Performance
Evaluation ,” Master ’ s Thesis, 1973, (Advisor : D. M.
Layton).
W. T. Broadhurst , “ Installation and Validation of an Air-
borne Data Acquisition System Aboard a Cessna 3lOH
for Use as a Flying Laboratory ,” Master ’ s Thesis, 1974 ,
(Advisor : D. M. Layton)
S. S. Hoxie , “The Implementation of a Fixed Bases Helicopter
Simulation in the Investigation of an Automatic Scan
System,” Aeronautical Engineer ’ s Thesis, 1974 , (Advisor:
0. M. Layton).
R. F. Johnson and M. B. Kelley , “Data Acquisition System
for Aircraft Flying Qualities Investigation ,” Master ’s
Thesis, 1974 , (Advisor : D. M. L a y t o n ) .
D. P. Gauthier , “ E f f e c t s  of Short  Period Angle of Attack
Oscillation on Air-To-Ground Weapons Dive Delivery
Accuracy, ” Master ’s Thesis, 1974, (Advisor: D. M.
Layton) .
A. Yates , “Computerized Data Reduction for In—Flight Labora-
tory,” Master ’s Thesis, 1974 , (Advisor : D. M . Layton).
J. H. Roberts , “Turning Performance of the XR-3 Captured
Air Bubble Testcraft ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1974 , (Advisor :
D. M. Layton).
L. R.  Ammerman , “ E v a l u a t i o n  of an In tegra ted  Elec t ronic
Instrument Display for Helicopter Hover Operations
Using a Six—Degree—of-Freedom Fixed Base Simulation ,”
Master ’s Thesis, 1975 , (Advisor: D. M. Layton)
W. H.  Siren , “ A F l i g h t  Test D e t e r m i n a t i o n  of the S ta t ic
and Dynamic Longitudinal Stability of the Cessna 31011





N o r m  t erev , Cal  i forni a
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THESES_ D I R E C T E I )  ( C O N T )
J .  P .  K e n n e d y ,  “Time S h a r i n g  E f f e c t s  on P i l o t  T r a c k i ng
P e r f o r m a n c e , ” M a s t e r ’ s Thes i s,  1975 , (A d v i s o r :  B . M.
Layton) .
G. W . Wicks  and M .  P .  Ca it e , ‘ D e v e l o p m e n t  of a M i n i a t u r e
Digital Telemetry S stem ,” Master ’ s Thesis, 1975 ,
(Adv i so r : D.  N .  L a y t o n ) .
R.  M. Edd y ,  “A Survey  of the Pressure Distribution Within
t h e  P lenum Chamber  of the  X~~-3  T e s t c r aft , ” Ma s te r ’ s
T h e s i s,  19 7 5 , ( A d v i s o r :  B.  ‘I . Lay ton).
J. S. Payne , “Ai r  P ressure  Loads on the Rear  Seal of the
X R — 3  Captured  Ai r  Bubble T e s t c r a f t , ” Mas ter ’ s Thesis,
1975 , ( A d v i s o r :  B . N .  Lay ton)
S. A. Mar inshaw , “Combined Loading F r a c t u r e  T r a j e c t o r i e s  of
Vi scoe la s t i c  M a t e r i a l s , ” A e r o n a u t i c a l  E n g i n e e r i n g  Thesis ,
June 1973 , (A d v i s o r :  0. H.  L i n d s e y ) .
D. A. Ilallwachs , “An Investigation into Method s of Detecting
Dewetted Zones in Solid Rocket  P r o p e l l a n t s  Us ing  Holo-
g raph ic  I n t e r f e r o m e t r y, ” A e r o n a u t i c a l  E n g i n e e r i n g  Thesis ,
June 1973 , (Advisor: G. H. Lindsey).
R.  E .  Kapern ick , “ E v a l u a t i o n  of the  F rac tu re  P o s t u l a t e  for
Viscoe las t i c  M a t e r i a l s , ” Mas te r ’ s Thesis,  December 1973 ,
( A d v i s o r :  G .  H .  Lindsey).
J. E. Kane , “Sequence Effects in Predicting Fatigue Damage
of High Pe r fo rmance  A i r c r a f t , ” Master ’s Thesis, June 1974,
( A d v i s o r :  G .  H .  L i n d s e y ) .
R. A.  K i s h , “ A C r i t i c a l  A n a l y s i s  of F a t i g u e  Crack P ropaga t ion
Data for  2 0 0 4  - T3 A l u m i n u m , ” A e r o n a u t i c a l  Eng inee r ing
Thesis, December 1974, (Advisor : C . 1!. Lindsey ).
D. M. Vidrine , “A Sequen t ial Stra in Mon itor and Recorder for
Use in Aircraft Fatigue Life Pred ic t ion, ” A e r o n a u t i c a l
Engineering Thesis, June 1975 , (Advisor: 0. H. Lindsey) .
W. F. Savage , “P. Critical Examination of Two Classical As—
s u m p t i o n s  in F a t igu e  M o n i t o r i ng  of A i r c r a f t , ” Master ’s
Thesis, September 1975 , (Advisor: G. II. Lindsey).
L. 0. Boaz , “ I n t e r n a l  B a l l i s t i c s  of  Sol id  Fuel  R a mj e t s , ”
Master ’s Thesis , March l’~73 , (Advisor: B. W . Netzer) .
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3. L. Murphy , “A Color Schlieren Study of Ammonium Perchlorate
Binder Sandwich Combustion ,” Master ’s Thesis, March 1973,
(Advisor : D. W. Netzer).
C. E. Jones , “Investigation into the Variation of the Internal
Ballistics of a Solid Fuel Ramjet Through Combus tion
Design,” Mas ter ’ s Thesis, September 1973, (Advisor:
D. W. Netzer).
N . Abraham , “Nonmetallized Solid Propellant Combustion in
High  Acce le ra t ion  E n v i r o n m e n t s , ” M a s t e r ’ s Thes i s,  Septem-
ber 1973 , (Advisor : B . W. N e t z e r )
0. A. Klahr , “Application of Laser Schlieren and Monochroma tic
Photography to Solid Propellant Combust ion Research , ”
Master ’s Thesis, December 1973 , (Advisor: D. W. Netzer).
C. C. Failla , “Veloci ty, K i n e t i c  Energy , and Pressure Devia-
tions Resulting from the Adaptation of a Secondary Pro-
pellant Chamber on a 30—06 R i f l e  B a r r e l , ” Mas ter ’s Thesis,
December 1973 , (Advisor : D. C. Netzer).
R.  R.  Ge rha rd t , “Sch l i e r en  Study of Composi te Prope l l an t
Combustion ,” Master ’s_Thesis , M a r c h  1974 , ( A dv i s o r :
D.  W.  N e t z e r ) .
J. T. Phaneuf , “An Experimental Investigation of the I n t e r n a l
Ballistics of Solid Fuel Ramjets ,” Master ’ s Thesis, June
1974 , (Adv i so r :  B. W.  N e t z e r ) .
K.  I .  Weal , “M o d i f i c a t i o n  of an Ambien t  Air  Qu a l i ty Model fo r
Assessment of U. S. Naval Aviation Emittants ,” Master ’s
Thesis,  June 1975.
J. D. Hayes , “An Investigation of the Flow in Turbojet Test
Cell Augmenters ,” Mas ter ’s Thesis, September 1975 ,
(Advisor: D. C. Netzer)
G. C. Speakmari , “Flow Field Calculations in Turbojet Test
Cells ,” Master ’s Thesis, June 1975 , (Advisor: D. W.
Netzer).
J. R. Andrews , “The Development of an Optically Active Laser
Schlieren wi th Applica t ion to High Pressure Solid Propel-
lan t Combus t ion ,” Aercnau t ical  Eng ineer ing Thesis,




Monterey, Ca l i f o rn ia
DEPARTM ENT OF AE RONAUTIC S
THESES DIRECTED (CONT)
R . J. Naugh ton , “An App l i ca t i on  of Holographic  I n t e r f e r o m e t r y
to Gun Barre l  Eros ion , ” A e r o n a u t i c a l  Engineering Thesis,
December 1974 , (Advisor : D. C. N e t z e r )
C. W. Brix , Jr., “Me thod of Characteristics Studies of
Supersonic  Flow Pas t Vibr at ing Cascades and Shel ls ,”
Eng ineer ’ s Thesis,  1973 , (Advisor : M.  F .  P l a t z e r ) .
L. J. Deal , “Gust Alleviation Studies Using Fluidically Con-
trol led Jet Fl aps ,” Eng ineer ’ s Thesis, 1974 , (Adv isor :
N .  F . Platzer).
C. M . Tankersley, “An Experimental Investigation of Incom-
pressible Flow Past Jet-Flapped Airfoils In and Out of
Ground E f f e c t , ” Mas te r ’ s Thesis,  1974 , (Adv isor:  M.  F.
Pla tzer )
J. G. O’Brien , “An Evaluation of the Pulse-Jet Eng ine fo r
Naval  Appl ica t ions, ” Mas te r ’ s Thesis,  1974 , (Advisor :
M. F .  P l a t z e r ) .
P . B. Schle in , “A Theoret ica l  Study of Unsteady Transonic
In ter fe rence  E f f e c ts ,” Ph .D. Thesis, 1975 , (Advisor :
M. F . Platzer).
W . R. Chadwick , “Uns tead y Supersonic Cascade Flows Including
Nonlinear Thickness Ef fects ,” Ph.D. Thesis, 1975 , (Advisor :
£4. F .  Platzer).
J. R.  Bell , “Supersonic  Compressor Blade F lu t t e r  Studies , ”
Engineer ’s Thesis,  1975 , (Advisor : M.  F .  P l a t z e r ) .
W . R. Solms , “Measuremen t of Stage and Blade Row Per formance
of Axial Turbines w ith Subsonic and Supersonic Stator
Exit Conditions ,” Mas ter ’s Thesis, 1975 , (Advisor: P.. P.
Shreeve).
B. J. Anderson , “Veloci ty Measurements in a Transonic Com-
pressor Using a Calibrated Pressure Probe ,” Mas ter ’s
Thesis, 1975 , (Advisor: R. P. Shreeve).
F . Palka , “Tape-Slide Lecture Packages for Use in Aero
Laborator ies,” Master ’s Thesis, 1973 , (Advisor : R. D.
Zucker )
D. S. Wallace , “Preparation of Slide-Tape Lecture Programs
for Use in Aero Labor atories ,” Mas ter ’s Thes is, 1973 ,
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A. E. Bellinoff , “Sound—Slide Programmed Learninq ,” Master ’s
Thesis, 1974 , (Advisor : R. D . Zucker).
F. D. Schwikert, “Evaluation of Slide-Tape Lecture Proqrams
Used in Aero La bora tories ,” M a s t e r ’ s Thes is,  1975,
(Advisor: B . D .  Z u c k e r )
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B. D. Zucker , ‘1 cx tb o o k  on “Fundamentals of Gas Dynamics ”
writt en especially for self—paced instruction .
A. F. Fuhs and Marshall Kin qe ry, Editors , Instrumentation
f o r  A i r  B r e a t h i n g  Propulsion, ( C a m b r i d u e , MI , M I T  Press ,
19 7 4 )
A. F. Fuh s, Lec ’ ure Series Director and Editor , Dis tor tion
I n L : ;ce Enoine Instabilit y , AGARD LS—72, 1974.
A. F.. Fuhs , Edit or , Diagnostics and Engine Health Monitoring,
P i o c e e d i nq s  of AGARD PEP 43rd Meeting, Liege , Belgium ,
1 ~) 74.
N. H. \‘avra , Aero—Thermodynamics and Flow in Turbomachines,
John Ciley and Sons , Inc., N Y , bein o republished to be
a v a i l a b l e  in  e a r ly  1975 .
N .  F .  Platzer , Editor , Predi ct io n Me thod s fo r  Jet V/ STOL
Propulsion Aerodynamics, Proceedings of a Workshop
sponsored by the Nav a l Ai r Sys tems Command , July 28—31 ,
1975 , Vol. I and II.
:~ 4
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B. E. Allen and G. L. Barksdale , Jr., “MUNIX , An Environ-
ment for Software Development and Real-Time Execution ,”
Ninth International Conference on System Sciences, 1976 ,
Honolulu , Hawaii.
G. 0. Gibbons, “PDPS : An Application of H’~uristic SearchMethods to the Processing of a Nondeterministic Pro-
gramming Language ,” Third In te rna t iona l  Joint Conference
on Artificial Intelligence, Stanford , 1973.
G. A. Kildall , “The General Purpose Compu ter as a Personal
Tool ,” Mini Micro Computer Sym~posium, United StatesNaval Academy , 1975 , pp. 37—43.
G. A. Kildall , “Resident Microcomputer Software Development:
A Case Stud y, ” Proceedings of the 1975 Western Electronic
Show and Convention, 1975 , pp 1-5.
G. A. Kildall , “Engineering Microcomputer Software ,” AFIPS
National Computer Conference, 1975.
G. A. Kildall , “Systems Langua ges: Management ’ s Key to
Controlled Software Evolution ,” Western Electronics
Conference, 1974 and 1975.
G. A. Kildall , “Unified Approach to Global Program Optimi-
zation ,” ACM Symposium on Principles of Programming
Languages, Proceedings, 1973.
G. A. Kildall , “Microcomputer Software Design-A Checkpoint ,”
presented at the AFIPS National Computer Conference,
Anaheim , 1975.
U. R. Kodres, “Log ic Circui t  Layout ,” Proceedings of Summer
Seminar on Design Automation of Computers, Center of
Advanced Studies , Belgrade , Yugoslavia , 1974.
U. R. Kodres , “Microcomputers in Tactical Data Systems ,”
CMS-2 User Group Meeting, San Diego , CA.
U. R. Kodres , and W. L. McCracken , “Design Study of a Micro-
computer Based Avionics Navigation System ,” Proceedings
of Second Annual Symposium of Computer Architecture,
University of Houston , 1975 .
V. M. Powers , “High-Level Languages for Microcomputers ,”
Microcomputer Technology Task Group Mee tin g, Naval
Electronics Laboratory Center , San Diego , CA , 1975.
2~ 
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Mon t r oy ,  C a l i f o r n i a
COMPUTER S C I E N C E  GROUP
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J OL ’ P N AL __P U B L I CA T  oN S
C. A. Kildall , “Hig h—Level Lang uage Simplifies Microcomputer
P r o g r a mm i n g , ” E l e c t r o n i c s  M a g a z i n e,  1974.
V . M . Powers , “Pen Direction Sequences  in C h a r a c t e r  R e c o g n i t i o n , ”
Pattern Recognition , Pergamon Press, 1973.
TE C h N I C A L  REPORTS
B. E. Allen and G. L. Barksdale, J r . ,  “Design Considerations
for the NPS Signal Pr3ce~~sing and Disp lay Labora toryMultiprocessing Operating System ,” NPS72An751I1, 1975.
G. L. Ba rksd ale , Jr. and C. B . M€ \’er , “TPS , A Text P rocess ing
System , P r imer  and R e f e r e n c e  M a n u a l , ” N P S — 7 2 8a 7 6 0 l 1 1 ,  1976.
V. M. Powers , “ Cont ro l  S t r u c t u r e s  in D i g i t a l  Processes ,”
NPS—52Pw73081A , 1973.
V. M. Powers , “ A N a v i g a t i o n  M i c r o c o m p u t e r  and Shioboard
I n f o r m a t i o n  D i s t r ib ut ion , ” N P S — 7 2 P w 7 6 0 l l ,  1976.
THESES DIRECTED
J.  A n t o n e ll i , “ U p d a t i n g  the  Navy E n v i r o n m e n t a l  P ro tec t ion  Data
Base to Incorporate a Cost Figure for an Oil Spill ,”
Master ’s Thesis, June 1975. (Advisor: M. U. Thomas)
R. E .  Beal , “An I n v e s t igat ion of a Method of O b t a i n i n g  a Phase
Coherence Numeric ,” Master ’ s Thesis, 1974. (Advisor:
G. A. Rahe)
R. M. Clautero , “General ized Approach fo r Eval u a t i n g  Da ta Bas e
Organiza t ion and Indexin g Methods ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1975.
(Adv isor~ N . F . Schn eidewind)
E.  Coul te r  and D. J .  P a r k e r , “ M ach ine Independence - The
Problems of Po rtahi iity~ -M ter’s Thesis,  1974 .(Advisor : C. A. Kildall)
J. W. Cowan , “An Implementation of an Iterative Global Flow
Analysis  Al gori thm ,” Mas ter ’s Thesis, 1975. (Advisor:
G. A. Kild all)
J. C. Davis , It , “Current Alternatives for a Cockpit Calcu-
lator for Tactical Aircraft Pilots ,” Master ’s Thesis,





THESE S DIRECTED (cont ’d)
R. H. Ekstrom and W. 11. Reinhardt , “A Microprocessor-based
Communica tions I n f o r ma t i o n System ,” Master ’s Thesis,
1975. (Advisor: V. M. Powers).
T. 3. Giardjna , “An tnteractivo Graphics Approach to the
Flight Deck Handling problem ,” Maste r ’ s Thesis, 1974.
(Advisor: G. A. Rahe )
T. F. Green , “Software Error Detection Model, ” Master ’s
Thesis, 1975. (Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind)
M . Harris , “A Prototype Ring Interface for the NPS Data
Communication Ring ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1974. (Advisor:
R. H. Brubaker)
J. A. Hawley , I I I  and W. D. Meyer , “M U N I X , A Multiprocessing
Version of UNIX. ” Master ’s Thesis, 1975. (Advisor:
B. E. Allen)
R. C. Hilzer , “ NANCEE : An Approach to Barrier Sonobuoy Pattern
Optimiza tion ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1974. (Advisor: D. E.
Harrison , J r . )
C. G. Honour , “A Computer Solution to the Daily Flight Schedule
Problem ,” Maste r ’s Thesis, 1974. (Advisor: U. R. Kodres)
B. Janov and V. Johns , “All Application Digital Computer Operat-
ing System Design and Specification ,” Mas te r ’s Thesis,
1974. (Advisor: G. L. Barksdale, Jr.)
A. K. Johnson and K. P. Woolley , “A Simulation of a
Computer Graphics-Aided Aircraft Handling System ,”
Master ’s Thesis, 1975. (Advisor: G. M. Raetz)
IL P .  Johnson and J.  H .  K i r k h a m , “ The System 360 Software
Interface for the Nava l Postgraduate School Computer
Ring  System,” Master ’s Thes is, 1974. (Advisor: G. L.
Barksdale , J r .)
R. E. Joy , “Imp lementation of an Adaptive Scheduling Algorithm
fo r  the M U N I X  O p e r a t i n g  Sys tem , ” M as t e r ’ s Thes is,  1975.
L 
(Advisor: C. L. Barksdale , J r .)
H. A. Jupiri , “The Ballistics Processor a Multi ple Processor ,
Airborne Tact ical Sys tem, ” Master ’s Thesis, 1975.
(Advisor : U. R.  Kodres )
K. Killam , “A GPSS Simulation of a Demand Access  C o mm u n i c a t ion
System ,” Master ’s Tht’~~is, ~974. (Advisor: C. Howard)
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THESES DIRECTED ( c o n t ’ d)
T. C. Kral , “A Process Controller for a Hierarchial Process
Structured Operating System ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1975.
(Advisor: B. E. Allen )
B. Larson , “Computer Da ta  Secu ri t y , ” Master ’s Thesis, 1974.
(Advisor: C. L. Barksdale)
T. P. B . Linh ares , “Dis t r ibuted Microcomputer Airborne
Ta ctical System ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1975. (Advisor:
U. R. Kodres)
N .  L u k a s c z y k , “ An I n v e s t i g a t i o n  of Selection Methods for  a
Simp le Program F low Analysis A lgori thm ,” Master ’s Thesis,
1974.  ( A d v i s o r :  G.  A.  K i l d a l l )
D. MacFarlane , “A Tex t Processing System ,” Master ’s Thesis,
1974. (Advisor: G. L. Barksdale)
M. T. Marsh , “ Memory Mana gemen t for  P aged , H ie rarchical
Memory in a Mult iprocessing Computer System ,” Master ’s
Thesis, 1975. (Advisor: B. E. Allen )
3. 5. Meserve and R. E.  S tewar t , “Imp lementation and Testing
of the NPS Data Communication Ring, ” Maste r ’s Thesis,
1975. (Adv isor : G . M . Paetz )
C. W. Montgomery, “System Test Methodology ,” Master ’s Thesis,
1975. (Advisor : N. F. Schneidewind)
J. P.  Moore and D. B. Rainsberger, “The Desi gn of a Celestial
N a v i g a t i o n  Microcomputer  w i t h  Thoughts  on an In t eg ra ted
Information Distribution System ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1975.
(Advisor: V. M. Powers)
D. W. Mur ray  and L.  J .  Sims , “ An In te rac t ive  Computer Mode l
to Ass i s t  M a r i n e  Corps En l i s t ed  Personnel Ass ignments, ”
Mas ter ’ s Thesis, 1975. (Advisor: K. T. Marshall)
A. Pease , “A No-Drop Boith Scoring System Using Microcompu ters ,”
Master ’s Thesis, 1974. (Advisor: U. R. Kodres)
L. R. B. Pedroso , “MLBO : A Structured Machine Oriented Micro-
compu ter Programmin g Language ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1975.
(Advisor : G. A. Kildall)
3. P.  Penne l l , “ An I nves t iga t ion  of the Use of Microcomputers
to Aid the Pi lot  in the So l u t i o n  of the B a l l i st ics







THESE S DIRECTED (con t ’d)
J. F. Renninger , “Reduction of AUTODIN/N IDN Line Disciplines
to Programmed Con trol Log ic ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1975.
(Advisor: V. M. Powers)
L. N.  Schofield , “Des ign Appro ach fo r a Computer Graphics
System Appl icat ion to Torpedo Tracking and Evaluat ion ,”
Master ’s Thesis, 1975. (Advisor: V. M. Powers)
R. 3. Simpson , “Remote Batch Entry System Utilizing Micro-
computer and Television Display , ” Master ’s Thesis,
1974. (Advisor : R. H. Brubaker)
J. E. Tarver , “Feasibility Study for Establishing an Auto-
mated Data Base Sys tem for  Nava l  E lec t ron ics  Eng ineer ing
Cen ter , Val le jo,” Master ’s Thesis, 1975. (Advisor: S. H.
Parry )
L. A. Thorpe, “ Implementation of an Interactive Graphics
Disp lay in a Mult i programming Environment ,” Mas ter ’ s
Thesis, 1976. (Advisor: C. M. Raetz)
V. Underwood , “An Investigation of the Parameters for Re gister
Allocation During Compilation ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1974.
(Advisor: G. A. Kildall)
R. Van Houten , R . P . Hansen and R . E . Sonnenbe rg , “A Desi gn
of a Personnel Training Information System for the
U. S. Marine Corps ,” Mas ter ’s Thesis, 1975. (Advisor:
N. F. Schneidewind)
J. C. Winther and D. M. Kruse , “Vi r tua liza tion of the PDP
11/50 ,” Mas ter ’s Thesis, 1975. (Advisor: B. E. Allen)
E. Wortmann , “Desi gn and Imp lementation of a Rinq Interface/
Host Adapter for  an IBM System 360 ,” Mas ter ’s Thesis,
1974. (Advisor : G. A. Kildall)
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R. W. Burton , “The Crossed-Dipole Structure of Aircraft in
an Electromagnetic Pulse Environment ,” paper presented
and Proceedings of the International Conference on
Electromagnetic Noise, Interference and Compatibility,
AGAR,~~ NATO, October 1974.
R. W. Burton and R. W. P. King , “Induced Cur re nt s in Single
and Crossed W ires ,” paper read befo re the Interna tional
Union of Radio Science Annual Meeting, Boul der , Colorado ,
October 197 4 .
S. G. Chan , “On Survivability Calculation of Probabilistic
Communica t i on  N etwor k s , ” Proceeding of the 16th Midwest
Symposium on C i r c u i t  Theory,  W a ter l o o , Canada , April 197 3 .
S. Jauregui , “ Some S iq i n t  Re la t ed  P r og r a m s a t  the N a v a l
Postgraduate School ,” presented at the NAVELEC PME-107
and EF D e p a r t m e n t , NPS , sponsored Signa l s  Symposium ,
February 1974 at Naval Postgraduate School , Monte rey .
S. Jauregui , “What is IIULTEC?” presented at the NAVELEX
PME-107 and EE Dept. NPS Sponsored JIULTEC Symposium ,
June 1975 at NPS , Monterey.
D. E. Kirk , H. A .  T i tus , and G. M i t schang , “Loca ting w i t h
I’ixed Sensor Having Observations of Signal Angle of
Arriva l and Dopp ler Sh i f ted Frequ ency , ” Proceedings
of the Sixth Symposium on Nonlinear Estimation Theory• and I t s  A p p l i c a t i o n s, 1975.
D. E. Kirk , and Il. A . Titus , “Evaluation of Linear Estimators
for Nonlinear Systems ,” Proceedings of the Ninth Asilomar
Conf erence on Circuits, Systems and Computers, 1975.
3. B. Kn o rr ~ “ S lot L ine  T r a n s i t i o n s, ” P roceedings  of A s i lomar
Conference on Circuits, Systems and Computers, 1973.
3. B. Kno rr , “Hybrid Mode A n a l ys i s  of P l a n a r  Lives ,” Pro-
ceeding s of the E i ghth Asilomar Conference on Circuits,
~ystems and Computero, 1974.
J. B. Knorr , “Coupler D e s i q n  U s i n g  D i s p e r s i v e  T r a n s m i s s i o n
Lives ,” Proceedings  of the  E i ghth Asilomar Conference





Monterey, Cal i f o r n ia
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL E N G I N E E E I N C
CONFERENCE PRESENTAT IONS
(cont ‘d )
J. E. Ohlson , “Impulse Excitation of Dynamic Systems ,’
IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory,
197 3 .
3. E. Ohison and A. Rutherford , “Transient Characteristic
of the First-Order Phase-Locked Loop Under Noise Ex-
ci ta t ion,” Third International Symposiun on Informa-
tion Theory,  Ta l l ium , Eston ia , USSR , June 1973. pp.
234-236 of Proceedings.
J. E. Ohlson , “Optimum F i l t e r ing  and Detection in Impulse
Noise ,” Seventh Hawaii International Conference on
System Sciences , Honol ulu , Ha~.’aii , 1974 , pp. 93—94of Proceedings.
3. E. Ohlson , “On Double Loops in Ca r r i e r  Synchroniza tion ,”
NATO Advanced Study Institute on N ew D irect ions in
Signal Processing in Communication and Control,
England , August 5—17 , 1974 .
3. E. Ohlson , “New Direct ions  in Nonl i near F i l t e r ing , ” NATO
Advanced Study Institute on New Directions in Signal
Processing in Communica t ions  and Contro l ,  1974.
S. R. Parker , “The Ef f e ct s  of Correla tion and St ruc ture  on
Quantization Noise in Dig ital  F i l t e r s,” Proceedings of
the IEEE Arden House Workshop on Signa l Processing,
January 1974.
S. R. Parker , “Statistical Error Bound s Due to Finite Pre-
cision Ari thmet ic  in Di g i ta l  F i l t e r s,” Proceedings
of the 16th Midwest Symposium on Circuit Theory, 1973.
S. R. Parker , “Correlated Noise in Digital Filters ,” Pro-
ceeding s of the IEEE Conference on Decision and Control.
T. F. Tao, “Proton Bombardment of PbTe and PbSnTe and Their
I sochronal Annea l in g , ” Proceed ings of IEEE Conference
on Electron Device Techniques, May 197 3 .
T. F. Tao, rstud y of PbSnTe Iletero junct ion Diodes ,” Proceed-
ings of In te rna t iona l  Confe r ence on the Physics  of
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DEPARr1~MF:NT OF ELECTRICAL E N G I N E E R I N G
C O N F E R E N C E  P R E S E N T A T I O N S
(cont ‘d)
T. 1 . Tao , “ Pb -Sn Cha lcoc jcn ide  A l l o y  Th in  F i l m  Photocon—
duc t ive D etectors, ” P roceed ings  of E l e c t r o — Op t i c a l
Systems Design, 1973.
T. F. Tao , “Feasibility Study of PbTe and PbSnTe Infrared
Charge Coupled Imager ,” Proceed ings of Charge Coup led
Device Applications Conference, 1973 .
T. F. Tao , V. Iamsaad , S. Holmes , B. B. Freund , L . Saet rc
and  T.  Z immerman , “ Samp led Analog  CCD R e c u r s i v e  Comb
Filters and Their Applications ,” paper presented at
the 1975 Inte rna tional CCD Appl icat ions  Conf erence
and published in the Conference Proceedings , 1975.
T. F. Tao and S. Holmes , “Hardw are Signal Processor Develop-
m e n t - — Session Summary , ” P r o c e e d i n g s  of 9 th  A s ilo m a r
Conference on Circuits , Systems and Computers ,  1975.
G.  3. T h a l e r , “ Id e n t i f i ca t ion of System D ynamics  w i t h  M u l t i p l e
Ir.tegrators,” Proceed ings of Pri nceton Conf erence on
I n f o r m a t i o n  Sciences  and Systems, March 1973.
C. J. Thaler , “Low Order Models for  Dynamic Systems ,”
Proceed ings of A ll e r ton  Conference on C ircui t  an d
System Theory, October 1973.
G. J. Thaler , “Parameter Plane Methods for Linear Systems
wi th  Time De lay , ” Proceedings of Allerton Conference
on Circuit and System Theory, October 1973.
G. 3. Thaler , “Time Delay in Regulating Systems ,” Asilomar
Conference on Circuits, System s and Computers, 1973.
G. J. Thaler , “Desig n of Deadbeat Control lers  w ith  Polynomial
Inputs ,” Proceedings of Princeton Conference on Infor-
mation Sciences arid Systems, March 1974.
G. 3. Thaler , “Stead y State Decoupling and Design of Linear
Multivariable Systems ,” Milwaukee Symposium on Auto—





Monterey, Ca l i f o r nia
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
JOURNAL PUBL ICATIONS
R. W. Burton , “On the Produc t iv i ty  of Col leg ia te  Research ,”
In te rna t iona l  Quar ter ly Journal  on Improving College
and University Teaching, 1973.
R. W. Burton , “Proximity Effects for Parallel Rectangular
Conductors in Non-Transmission-Line Mode ,” IEEE Trans-
actions on Antennas and Propagation, Vol . AP-2l , No. 4
J u l y ,  1973.
R. W. Burton and R. W . P. King , “ Induced Currents  and Charges
on Thin  C y l i n d e r s  in a Time-Vary ing E lectromagnetic
Field ,” IEEE Transactions on Electromagnetic Compata-
b i l i t y,  Vol .  EMC—1 7 , No.  3 , pp. 1 4 9— 5 5 , 1975.
R. W. Burton and R. W. P. King , “Measured Curren ts and
Charges  on Thin  Crossed A n t e n n a s  in a Plane-Wave Field , ”
IEEE Transac t ions  on Antennas  and Propagat ion ,  Vol .
AP— 23 , No. 5, pp. 657—64 , 1975.
A. R. Cannon , C. T. Stelzried and J. E. Ohlson , “Faraday
Rotation Observations During the 1970 Pioneer 9 Solar
Occultation ,” The Deep Space Network, Vol. XVI , TR
32—1526 , 1973 , pp. 87—93.
S. G. Chan and L. Phung, “Necessary and Su f f i c i en t  Condi t ions
for the Realizability of Biquadratic Functions ,” IEEE
Transactions on Circuits and Systems, Vol. CAS-2l , No. 2 ,
pp. 197—98, 1974.
S. G. Chan , N. K. Bose and L. Phung , “Necessary and S u f f i c i e n t
Conditions for the Realizability of Biquadratic Functions ,”
IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems, Vol. CAS-22 ,
No. 2, pp. 154—5 , 1975.
J. M. Geist , “ Search Proper t ies  of Some Sequential  Decoding
Al gorithms,” IEEE Transactions on Information Theory,
Vol. IT—19 ,l973.
D. E. Kirk , “Notes on Linear Programming ,” book review ,
Control Systems Society Newsletter, 1974.
3. B. Knorr , “End E f f e c t  in a Shor ted Slot ,” IEEE Transactions
on Microwave Theory and Techniques, Vol. MIT-21,1973.
J. B. Knorr , “The Effect of Surface Metal Adhesive on Slot
Line Wavelength ,” IEEE Transactions on Microwave
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3. B. K n o r r , “ C o n sequ e n ce s  of Sym m e t r y  in the Computation
of C h a r a c t e r i s t i c  Modes  fo r  C o n d u c t i n g  Bodies , ” IEEE
Transactions on Antennas aid Propagation, Vol . AP—2l
1973.
J. B. Knorr , “Slot L i n t ’ Transitions ,” IEEE Transactions
on Microwave Theory and Techniques, Vol . MIT— 22 ,l974.
J. B. Knorr , “Hybr id Mode Analysis of Planar Lines , ” Pro-
c e e d i n g s  of t he  F i o ht h  A s i io m a r  Conference on Circuits,
~ystems, and Computers, 1974.
3. B. Knorr , “Coupler D c s iqn  U s i n g  Dispersive Transmission
L i ne s , ” P ro c e e d i ngs  of t h e  Ei ght h As ilomar Conference
on Circuits, Systems, and Computers, 1974.
3. 8. Knorr , “Anal ysis of Coupled Slots and Coplanar Strips ,”
IEEE Transactions Microwave Theory Techniques, Vol.
MTT—23 , No. 7 , pp. 541—48 , 1975.
J. B. Knorr , “Spectral domain Calculation of Nicrostrip
Characteristic Impedance ,” IEEE Transactions on Micro-
wave Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-23, No. 9,
p. 725—28 , 1975.
J. E. Ohlson , “On Si g nal  F l u c t u a t i o n s  in Tracking Systems ,”
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic systems,
Vol. AES—9 , No. 2, pp . 187—196 , 1973.
J. E. Ohlson , “Phase-Locked-Loop Opera t ion in the Presence
of Im puls ive  and Gauss ian No ise , ” IEEE Trans. on Comm .,
Vol. COM—21 , No. 9 , pp. 991— 996 , 1973.
3. H. Ohlson , “On the Cptimum Radiometer ,” Radio Sc ience
Vol . 8, No. 10, pp. 841—844 , 1973.
J. E. Ohison and 3. swett , “Dig ital Radiometer Performance ,”
IEEE Trans. on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Vol.
AES— 9, No. 6, pp. 864—874 , 1973.
J. E. Ohison and A. Rutherford , “Transient Statistics of
the First-Order Phase-Locked Loop,” IEEE Trans. on Comm.
Vol. COM—22 , No. ~~~, pp. 698—703 , 1974.
3. E. Ohison , G. Levy and C. T. Stelzried , “A Tracking Polar—
ime t er fo r  M ea s u r i n g  So lar  and  Ionospheric Faraday
Rotation of Siona ls from Deep Space Probes ,” IEEE Trans.




Monterey, Cal i fo r n ia
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS ( c o n t ’ d)
J. E. Ohlson , “Pola r iza tion Tracking of a Par tia l ly  Cohere nt
Signal Using a Double Loop ,” IEEE Trans. Comm ., Vol.
COM—22 , No. 9, 1975 , pp. 859—866.
J. E. Ohlson , “A Correlation Polarimeter for Noise-Like
Signals,” IEEE Trans. Aero. and Elec. Syst., Vol.
AES—l2 , No. 2, pp. 246—254 , 197 6 .
J. E. Ohlson , “On Double-Loops in Carrier Synchronization ,”
New Directions in Signal Processing in Communication
and Control ,” edited by 3. K. Skwirzynski , Noordhoff ,Leyden , pp. 467-72 , 1975.
3. E. Ohison and W. F. Williams, “System for  Interference
Signal Nu l l ing by Polarization Ad j ustment ,” U. S. Patent
No. 3 ,883 ,872, May 13 , 1975.
S. i~. Parker and S. Yakowitz , “Computer of Bounds for  DigitalFilter  Quant izat ion Errors ,” IEEE Transac tion on C i rcu i t
Theory, Vol. CT-20 , 1973.
S. R. Parker , “Introduct ion to System Theory , S. W. Director
and R. A. Rohrer , The McGraw-Hill Book Company, ” book
review Circuits and Systems Society Newsletter, vol . 7,
1973.
John Powers and LT Robert D. Brown , Jr. , “Investigation of
Cr itical Ang le Ul trasonic Phenome na by Bragg Di f f r a ction
of Laser Light,” Journal  of the Acoustical  Society of
America , 57 (2) : 347 350 , 1975.
V. M. Powers, “Pen Direction Sequences in Character Recognition ,”
Pattern Recognition, Vol. 5 (1973)
T. F. Tao, “Photoconductivity in Pb1 ~Sn T e  Thin Films ,”Journal of Nonmetals, 2 (1973)
T. F. Tao, “Interband Magneto—Optic al Studies in PbSnTe
Alloys ,” Journal of Nonmetals, 1 (1973 ) .
T. F. Tao, “Proton Bombardment and Isochronal Annealing of
p type Pb0 76n0 24Te ,”Journal of Applied Physics, 45 (1974).
G. J. Thaler , “Automat ic  Gain C o n t r o l  Systems ,” Trans. of
AASRC, 1973.
NAVAL I CS’I’d i-AD~ A r F SC! LOOL
Mo n t e r e y ,  C a l i f o r n i a
D LPAF’ I ’Ml NT CI” ELFC’l R I C A I  E N G I N E E R I N G
JOURNAL PU }3LICAT I ON S, (cont  ‘d)
G. 3. Thaler , “Computer determination of Low Order Models
f o r  High Order Systems ,” Computers and Electrical
E~ ,~~~n e e r i ny ,  Vo l .  .~~~, pp.  1 1 7 — 2 3 , 1975 .
C. 3. W a y l a n  and J .  F . Ohiso n , “Op t imum P o s i t i o n  E s t i m a t i o n
U s i n g  M u l t i p l e — Fr e o u e n c y  OMEGA , ” IEEE T r a n s .  on Aero.
and E 1e~’. Sys t .  , Vol. A E S — il , No . 1, 1975.
C.  3. Way lan and J .  E.  Ohison , “ M a x i mu m- Li k e l i h o o d  E s t i m a t i o n
in a Four-Frequency OMEGA Experiment ,” NAVIGAT 1ON:  J o u r n a l
of the I n s t i t u t e  of Navi ga t ion,  V o l .  22 , No .  3 , 19 7 5 .
S. 3. Y a k o w i t z , “On Sequen t i a l  Search fo r  the  Maximum of an
Unknown  F u n c t i o n , ” J o u r n a l  of M a t h e m at i c a l  A n a l y s i s
and Applications, Vol. 41 , 1973.
S. 3. Y a k o w i t z , “A S t o c h a s t i c  Model fo r  D a i l y  R ive r  Flows
in an Ar id  Region , ” Water  Resources  Resea rch,  Vo l .  9 ,
197 3 .
S . J. Yakow it z , “ M u l t i p le Hypothes i s  Tes t ing  by F i n i t e
Memory Aluorithm s,” The A n n a l s  of S t a t i s t i c s,  Vo l .  2 ,
1974 .
TECHNICAL REPORT S AND NOTES
R. W. Burton , “The Crossed—Dipole Structure of Aircraft in
an E lec tromagne tic Pu lse Environment ,” Technical Rept.
No. NPS—52Zn7409l, 1974.
J. H. Duffin , “A n Ai r  Po l lu t ion  Simula tion Model to Stud y
E f f e c t  of Navy  Produced Air Pollutants From Naval Air
Rework  and F l i g h t  Opera t ions  Centers ,” a report to
N a v a l  Ai r  Rework F a c i l i t y , 197 3 .
3. i i .  D u f f i n , “ A Genera l  P rogram to Dig i t a l ly Record Jet
E n g i n e  Test  Cell  Emiss ion  I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n  Output  on
M a g n e t i c  Discs , Read Discs  In to  a Wang 200B Computer
and Use Data for Calculational—Reporting Purposes ,”
a report to Naval Air Rework Facility, North Island ,
1974 .
3. II. Duffin , “The N a v y  E n v i r o n m e n ta l  P r e d i c t i o n  Da ta  Base
Pro gram ,” t~esearch Note , Nava l Research Review, 1974.
D. B. lioisington , and C.  E . Ca r r o l l , “ I m p r o v e d  Sweep ~‘Ja ve-form Generator for Distati c Radar ,” NPS—52 11s72081, 1975.
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TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES ( c o n t ’ d)  
-
D.  E.  K irk , 3. R.  Ward and H .  A .  T i t u s , “Eva lua t ion  of
State Es t imators  and Predic tors  for  F i re  Control
Systems , ” NPS Technical  Rept.  N P S - 5 2 K i 7 4 1 0 l .
G. A. Myers and J. Bilodeau , “Detection of Signals in Noise
Using Sing le Channel Receiver s,” NPS—30Mv308l, 1975.
G. M. Myers and M. Wasuita , “An Anal ys i s  of the Response
of Digi ta l  Demodulators to Frequency S h i f t  Keyed Si gna l s , ”
NPS — 52W75l2 l ,  1975.
C. M. Myers and R .  Pe l tus , “De tec t ab i l i t y  of a Single Side-
band Spread Spectrum Radio Signal ,” NPS-52P75l21, 1975.
T. G. Price , “Balanced Computer Systems , ” Technical Report 88 ,
Dig i ta l  Systems L a b . ,  S tanfo rd  U n i v e r s i t y ,  1974.
T. G. Price , “The E f f e c t  of the Cen t ra l  Processor Service
Time Distribution on Processor Utilization in Multi—
programmed Computer Systems ,” Technical Note 44 , Dig ital
Systems Lab., Stanford Univer sity, 1974.
T. G. Price, “Probability Models of Multiprogrammed Computer
Sys tems ,” Ph.D. Dissertation , St an ford U n ivers i ty, 1974.
D. A. Stentz , “A Chronological Study of the Measurement of
the Optical Properties of Ocean Water and An Atlas
of the Diffuse Attenuation Coefficient , k, of Tropical
Atlantic Ocean Waters,” Technical Rept. NPS—52Sz75061, 1975.
G. J. Thaler , “Steady State Decoupling and Design of L inear
Mult ivar iab le  Systems ,” NASA Rept . NCR 05-017-010.
G. J. Thaler and A. Gerba , “Automatic Control of Surface
Effect Ships : A Study of Some Effects of Trade—Off
Between Thrust Power and Fan Power ,” 1974.
C. J. Thaler and A. Gerba , “CAB Computer Studies : A Summary
of Miscellaneous Information and Techniques ,” 1974.
G. J. Thaler and A. Gerba , “S idewall Broach ing Study for the
100—B CAB Craft Operating in Sea State 3 ,” 1974.
H. Ti tus  and C.  Di t tmar , “The App l i ca t ion  of Extended Kalman
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S. :\ lexander , “ An I n ve s t i g a t i o n  of P h a s e - F r o nt  D i s t o r t i o n
~ rom a Complex Target ,” 1975.  (Adv i so r :  D . Hoisington)
D.  0. Aye r s , “ R e l i a b i l i t y  of Computer Generated IIFDF Bearing
Returns for the AN/FRD—lO , ’ 1974 .  ( Ad v i s o r :  S. J au r e g ui . )
CON E I D E N T I A L
D .  E .  B ienl ien , “A F r e q u e n c y — D i v i s i o n  M u l t i p lex System fo r
Use in Shipboard Internal Voice Communications ,” 1975.
(A d v i s o r :  D . H o i s i n g t o n )
N .  Boudreaux , “Desi n Optimization of MIS Devices for Infrared
Sol id -S ta te  Imaging , ” 1974 .  (Advisor : T.  F .  Tao)
R .  J. Bowman , “The Peculiarities of Submarine Communications ,”
1974.  ( SECRET ) (Advisor : S. J a u re q u i . )
Y . 3. Duncan , “Des i gn of a Repeater -Jammer  Exper iment  fo r
a Monopulse  Radar , ” 1975.  (Advisor : D.  H o i s i n g t o n )
D .  C.  East , “An Open—Ocean E l e c t r o m a g n e t i c  Spectrum Scenar io
for  the E v a l u a t i o n  of ESM Receiver  Requi rements  on the
Navy ES—3A (TASES)  A i r c r a f t , ” 1975. (SECRET)  (Advisor :
S. Jauregui)
R. A. Finley, “Refinements of the Seal Subroutines and Fan
Air Flow Maps for the XR-3 Loads and Motions Program ,”
1974.  (Advisor : A.  Gerba )
G. T. Forbes , “Validation of the Nonlinear Six Degree of
Freedom Mathematical Model of the XR-3 Captured Air
Bubble S u r f a c e  E f f e c t  Ship in Calm Water , ” 1974.
(Adv i so r :  A.  Gerba )
P. D . Frazer , “The E lec t ron ic  Wa r f a re App lication of Special
Purpose M icroprogrammed Min icomputers ,” 1974. (Advisor :
S. Jauregu i)
B. Freund , “ I m p r e m e n t a t i o n  of Comb F i l t e r s  by Samp led Analog
Techniques , ” 1975. (Advisor: T. F. Tao.)
C. Garret , “A Spr ead Spec trum Communica t ion  Sy stem ,” 1974.
(Advisor : S. Jauregui)
U. S. Grant , “Stud y of h eave Acceleration/Velocity Control
for  the Su r f ace  E f f e c t  Shi p , ” 1974 . (Advi so r : G.  J .  T h a l e r )  
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V. Iamsaad , “Charge Coupled Devices for Analog Signal Pro-
cessing , ” 1974. (Advisor : T. F. Tao)
J. E. Kirzl, C. J. Thomas, V . J. McCartney, “System D e f i n i tion
of the Sensor , Data Link , and Surface  Terminal  Require—
ments for the Tactical A irborne Signals Exploi ta t ions
System , ( TASES) , ” (SECRET ) 1974.  (Advisor : S. Jauregui )
E. Kis la li , “IF Fi l ter  Opt imiza t ion  for  CW/FM Radar , ” 1975.
(Advisor : D. Hoisington)
R. Koehier , “Modelling UHF Antenna Coup l ing on A i r c r a f t  MSAE ,”
1975. (Advisor : R. W . Adler and S. Jauregui)
C. A. LaVarre , “Thermographic Imaging of Electromagnetic
Field s,” 1975 and also NPS Technical Report , No. NPS-
52Zn75l21. (Advisor : R. W. Burton) .
E. J. McDowell , “Measurement of Current and Charge Distribu-
tions and Input Impedances of the Crossed-Dipole Trans-
mit t ing Antenna ,” 1975 and NPS Technical Report , No.  NPS-
52Zn7503l. (Advisor : R. ~~~. Burton) .
R. E. McWey , “Signal Processing and Charac ter iza t ion  of the
Audio Evoked Cortical Response ,” 1974. (Advisor : C. H.
Marmont)
W. R. Mitchell , “Investigation to Optimize Captured Air
Bubble Surface Effect Ship Di gital Simulation for
Irregular Sea Conditions,” 1974. (Advisor : A. Gerba)
E. 3. Ohiert, “A Study of Display Devices for Feedback of
Meaningful Information to Electroencephalogram Subjects ,”
1975. (Advisor : G. H. Marmont)
J. Poliakon , “A Survey of Matched Filter and Correlation
Devices wi th  an Evaluat ion of Two Di g ital Corre la tors, ”
1975. (Advisor: T. F. Tao)
T. A. Reglein , “Feature Selection for the Iden t i f i cation of
Bauded Signals ,” 1975. (Advisor : S. Jauregui)
R. Renzelman , “Study of Infrared Solid-State Imagers Using
Charge Transport Devices with an Evaluation of Two
Dig i t a l  Correlators,” 1974. (Adv isor: T. F. Tao)
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J. C. Ross, “A Ci d eband RF AUd I ication of Fiber Optics ,”
1974 .  (A d v i s o r :  S. J a u r e u u i )
R .  C .  Spencer , “ R e s o n a n ce  of E l e c t r o m a g n e t i c  Waves on Cros s—
Monopole Wi re  S t r u c t u r e s , ” 1975.  (Advisor : R.  1’~. Bur ton)
R .  D.  Stang a , “Digital Simulation as an Approach  to ESM
Sof tware Ucveloj.mcnt ,” 1975. (Aovisor: S. Jauregui)
W . E. Stockslager , ‘Computer Mcde’ling of the Electroencepha-
logram ,” 1974. (Advisor: G. II. M armon t )
IL D .  Stolt , “Wideband An a l og  Propagation in a Fiber Optic
System , ” 1974. (Advisor: S. Jauregui)
E. R. Wicklander , “An Analysis of Electroencephalograms ,”
1975. (Advisor : G. H.  M armon t) .
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R .  D.  Strum and 3. R .  Ward , E l e c t r i c  C i r c u i t s  and Networks,
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G. 3. Tha le r , Au tomat i c  Cont ro l :  C l a s s i c a l  Linear  Theory,
Dowden , Flutchinson and Ross, 1974.
R.  W. Burton , The Strategy of Electromagnetic Conflict,
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C. Comstock and P.  W. Dunne , “ Second Order Equa t ions  w i th
Two—Point and Integral Boundary Conditions ,” to appear
in Journa l  of Mathematical  Ana ly s i s~~ pplications.
C. Comstock and L. P. Solomon , “Two-time Methods Applied to
Underwater Acoustics,” Jou rnal of Acoust ics  Soc iety of
America, 54 (1973)
C. Comstock and R. W. W ilson , Professional Opportunities in
Mathematics, Mathematical Association of America , 197 4 .
C . Comstock , “Singular Perturbations of the Wave Equation ,”
Appli cable Anal ysis 5 (1975) 117—123.
C. Comstock , C. C. Hsiao , “Singular Perturbations for Differ-
ence Equations ,” to appear in Rocky Moun tain Journal of
Math.
C. Comstock , J. C. Taylor , “Force Annihilation Conditions
for Variable Coefficient Lanchester-Type Equations of
Modern Warfare : I Mathematical Theory, ” submitted to
Naval Research Logistics Quarterly .
C. Comstock , C. P. Chanq, 3. B. Tupaz , R. T. Williams , “Baro-
tropic Instability in a Spacially Vary ing Mean Flow ,”
to be submitted for publication .
C. Comstock , L. H. Sibul , “Stochastic Differential Equations
and The ir App li cation to Randomly Va ry ing  Con trol Sys tems ,”
I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Journa l  of Control.
C. Comstock , A. Zar gary , 3. E .  B rock , “On the De l ayed Hot
Water Problem ,” Journal of Heat Transfer, 96 (1974) 166-171.
R. FranJc e , “On the Minimum Number of Points Required by
Certain Cubature Formulas ,” Bulletin of the Calcutta
Mathematical Society.
R . Franke , “Loca l ly  Det ermin ed Smooth Interpola t ion a t
Irregularly Spaced Points in Sev e r a l  V a r i a b l e s , ” J o u r n al
of the Institute for Math. and I ts  Applications.
R. Franke (with E. L. Bell) , “A Num~ nica1 Comparison ofSymmetric Toeplizt Equation solving Al gorithms ,”
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Process j ncj .
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R. Franke , “Numerical Solution of Large Sparse Systems of
Algebraic and Implicitly Defined Stiff Differential
Equa t ions , ” in prepara t ion .
R. Franke , “Mi n imal Point Cubatu res of Precis ion Seven for
Symmetr ic  P l a n a r  Regions,” SIAM Journal  of Numerical
Anal ys is,  10 ( 1 9 7 3)
R . Franke , “On the Convergence of an Algorithm for Rational
Chebyshev Approximat ion ,” Rocky Mountain Journal of Math.
H. B. Ma rks , “ Min imum Storage Solut ion of Capaci ta ted Rooted
Trees ,” International Journal of Computer Science.
L. Moore , “On Extending the Computational Capacity of the
Baseline Generator  for  Role D i f f e r e n t i a t i o n, ” submitted
to Amer ican  Sociological Review.
I . B. Russak , “ S u f f i c i e n t  Condi t ions  for  Problems wi th  S ta te
I n e q u a l i t y  C o n s t r a i n t s, ” AMS Not ices .
I. B. Russak , “Second Order Necessary Condi tions for  Prob lems
with State Inequality Constraints ,” SIAM Journal  of
Contro l, Vol. 13 , No. 2 (1975) , 17 pages.
I .  B. Russak , “ Second Orde r Necessa ry Condit ion fo r General
Problems with State Inequality Constraints ,” Journal
of Optimization Theory and Applications , Vol. 17,
No. 1—2 , (1 975 ) 4 5 pa ges.
I .  B. R ussak , “ R e l a t i o n s  Among the Mul t i pliers for Problems
wi th  Bounded S ta te  Cons t r a in t s, ” accepted for  pub l i ca t ion ,
SIAM, Journal of Control.
I .  B.  Russak , “An Indirec t  Su f f iciency Proof for  Prob lems
w i t h  Bounded State Var iab les , ” accepted for  p u b l i c a t i o n ,
Pacific Journal of Mathematics , 20 pages.
A. L. Schoenstadt , “On a New S t a b i l i t y  Cr i t e r ion , ” B u l l e t i n u l
I n s t i t u t ul i  P o l i t e c h n i c  din  lasi,  Tomul x x ( x x i v )  , Fasc.
T~~2 , Se c t ia  1, 1974 , p.  7 3 — 7 7 .
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A. L. Schoenstadt , “A Non-Linear Relay Model for Post-Stall
Osc i l l a t i ons, ” AIAA Journa l  of A i r c r a f t,  Vol.  12 ,
No. 7, July 1975 , p. 572—577.
A. L. Schoenstadt and R. T. Williams , “The Computational
Stability Properties of the Shuman Pressure Gradient
Averaging Technique ,” to appear in Journal of Compu-
tational Physics.
A. M. Shorb , “Anode Phenomena in Co l l i sion-Domina ted  Plasmas , ”
(with 0. Biblarz and R. C. Dolson) submitted to Physics
of Fluids, 1974.
A. M. Shorb , “The  Cond i t i on  Number  of a Randomly Selected
Square Matrix Increases with Dimension ,” submitted 1974.
A. M. Shorb , “Nonstandard Analysis and Independence in Set
Theory ,” submitted to Journa l  of Symbolic Log ic, 1975 .
P. C. C. Wang, “A Statistical Procedure for Determining
Battle Outcome Utilizing Semi—Markov Process ,” Proceedings
of the 19th Conference of U. S. Army Mathemat ic ians,
(1973) pp. 961—971.
P. C. C. Wang and W . E .  Ble ick , “Asymptotic of ~tir1ingNumber of the 2nd Kind, ” Proceedings of American
Mathematical Society, (1974) pp. 575—580.
P. C. C. Wang and H. Medwin , “A Stochastic Model for Sound
Speed Fluctuation in the Upper Ocean Due to Bubbles, ”
Quar te r ly of Applied Mathemat ics  of the American
Mathemat ica l  Societ,~~ Brown U n i v e r s i t y , pp. 4 1 1 — 4 2 3(1975)
P. C. C. Wang, “Var i ance  E s t i m a t i o n  for  the Ana lys i s  of
Stationary Radiated Noise ,” Notices of Amer ican  Mathe-
matical Soci ’~~v, 20 (1973).
P. C. C. Wang and W. E. B l e i c k , “Asymptotics of Stirling
Numbers of the 2nd K i n d , ” Not ices  of Amer ican  Mathe-
mat ica l  Society, 20 (1973)
P. C. C. Wang and H. Medwin , “Stochastic Models on the
Scattering of Sound By Bubbles in the Upper Ocean ,”
Notices of A m e r i c a n  M a t h e m a t i c a l  Society,  20 ( 1 9 7 3)
P. C. C. Wang and W. E. Bleick , “Asymptotics of Stirling
Numbers  of the 2nd K i n d , ” P r o c ee d i ny s  of t h e  A m e r i c a n
Mathemati eil Society, 48 , p .518 (1975).
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P. C. C. Wang , “Characterization of Poisson Distribution ,”
Journal of Discrete Mathematics, 13 pp. 83—94 (1975)
P. C. C. W ang ,  “Over lapp ing  Pa t te rn s in a Bernoul l i  Sequence , ”
to appear in the Journal  of Discrete Mathematics .
M. D. Weir, Hewitt-Nachbin Spaces, North-Holland Mathematics
Studies , North—Holland Publishing Company , 1975 , vii +
270 pages.
C. 0. Wilde , “Characterization of Finite Amenable Transformation
Semigroups , ” Vol. XV , Par t  1 ( 1 9 7 3) , Journal  of the
Aus t ra l i an  Mathemat ica l  Society.
C. 0. Wilde and 0. A. Hahs , “ A Graduate  Educat ion Program fo r
Operational ASW , ” United States Naval  I n s t i t u t e  Proceedings,
(1973) , Vol. 99.
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F. Faulkner , “On Finding Solut ions which Dominate E q ui l i b r i u m
Solutions to Some N—Person Differential Games ,” Proceed-
ings of the Fourteenth Biennial Seminar of the Canadian
Mathematical Congress, p. 155—168 , Springer-Verlag ,
New York , 1974.
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W . E. Bleick , “A Proposed Guidance System for a Cruise
Missile Using TDOA Radio Beacons ,” NPS Technical
Report, NPS—53B173071A , 1973.
C. Comstock , “A Study of Recent Numerical Methods for the
Barotropic Primitive Equations ,” NPS Technical Report,
No. NPS—53Cs760l4 , 1976.
C. Comstock , “Solving the Linear Balance Equation ,” NPS
Technical Report, No. NPS-53Zk74061, 1974.
F. Faulkner and P. Rosmond , “Direct Solution of Elli ptic
Equations by Bl ock Cyclic Reduction and Factoralization, ”
EPRF Technical Note, No. 20 , 1975.
F. Faulkner , “The Numerical Solution of the Helmholt z
Equat ion on a Sphere ,” NPS Technical Report, No.
NPS—53Fa76025 , 1976.
R. Franke , “An Analysis of Algorithms for Hardware  Evalu-
ation of Elementary Functions ,” NPS Technical Report,
No. NPS—53Fe7305lA , 1973.
R. Franke , “Minimal Point Cubatures of Precision Seven for
Symmetric Planar Regions , Revisited ,” NPS Technical
Report, No.  N PS—5 3 F e7407 1 , 1974.
R. Franke , “On the Convergence of an A lgor ithm for  Rational
Chebyshev Approximation ,” NPS Technical Report,
No. NPS—53Fe731 11A , 1973.
R. Franke , “Some Methods for Approximating Functions of
Several  Var iable s,” NPS Technical Report, No. NPS—
53Fe7405l, 1974.
R. Franke , “The Specification of Algorithms ,” NPS Technica l
Report, No. NPS 53Fe75071 , 1975.
R.  F r a n k e , “ Locally Determined Smooth I n t e r po l a t i o n  a t
Irregularly Spaced Points in Several V a r i a b l e s , ”
NPS Technical Report, No. NPS-53Fe7504l , 1975.
T. Jayachandran , “A Plan for Monitoring Reliability Growth
for the Trident I (C—4) Program ,” 1974.
P. Jayachanclran and W. M. Woods , “C- 3 Reliability Program ,”
Final Report , Task #55865, 1974.
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T. Jayachandran and L. R. Moore , III , “The Performance
Characterist ics of Some Reliability Growth Models ,”
Technical Report, NPS-53Jy74l22 , 1974.
L. D. Kovach , “A Survey of Methods of Teaching Mathematics ,”
NPS Technical Report, NPS—53Kv73l2lA , 1973.
I. B. Russak , “Continued Results Concerning the Improve-
ments Realizable Through the Use of Variable Thrust
Together with Engine Gimbaling for a Particular
Interceptor Missile ,” NPS Technical Report, NPS-
53Ru7409l , 1974; and NPS—53Ru7406l , 1974.
I .  B. Russak , “Pre liminary Results Conce rning the Improve-
ments Realizable Through the Use of Variable Thrust
Together with Engine Gimba l ing  for  a Pa r t i cu l a r
Interceptor Missile ,” NPS Technica l Report, NPS—
53Ru7309lA , 1973.
I. B. Russak , “ Second Order Necessary Condi t ions  for
General  Problems w i t h  S ta t e  I n e q u a l i t y  C o ns Lr a i n t s , ”
NPS Technical Report, NPS-53Ru73062A , 1973.
A. L . Schoenstadt , R. T. Williams, L. L. Davidson , B. C.
Stauffer and K. G. Dunning, “A Numerical Model for
the Effect of Ocean Waves on the Adjacent Airflow ,”
NPS Technical Report, NPS-53Zh75l02 , 1975.
A. L. Schoenstadt and R. T. Williams , “The Computational
Stability Properties of the Shuman Pressure Gradient
Averag ing  Technique , ” T e c h n i c a l  Report,  N P S - 5 3 A h 5 l W u 75 0 9 l ,
1975.
M. D. Weir , “Hewitt-Nachbin Spaces, ” Notas Dc Matema t i ca,
North-Holland Publishing Company.
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D. Hinsman , “ Appl ica t ion of a Finite Element Method to the
Barot rop ic P r imi t ive  Equat ions , ” Master ’ s Thesis,
1975 , Advisor: C. Comstock .
Chang Heup Choi , “Prediction Intervals for Correlated
Samples , ” Master ’ s Thesis, 1974 , Advisor :  P. J ayachandran .
Pa t r i ck  A. T o f f l e r , “An Inves t iga t ion  of the Rela t ive
E f f e c tiveness of the Persona l ized  System of Ins truction
At the Naval Postgraduate School ,” Master ’s Thesis,
1975 , Advisor: M. D. Weir.
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T. E. Cooper , R. S. Field , and J. F. Meyer, “Liquid Crystal Thermography
and Its Application to the Study of Convective Heat Transfer ,”
presented at the 15th Natior~ l h eat Transfer Conference, Sari Francisco ;
published in the Journal of Heat Transfer, Vol . 97 , Series C , No. 3
( 1975) .
G. R. Edwards, “A Plausible Explanation for Unusual ly Mechanical Effects in
Zinc-Based Particulate Cc~nposites ,“ presented at the AS~! Symposium onCreep of Dispersion Strengthened Alloys , Detroit, Michigan , 19714 .
C. R. Edwards (co-authored with and presented by J. Perkins ) , “Thermcine-
chanical Characterization of Alloys Exhibiting Martensitic Thercno-
elasticity ,” presented at the International Symposium on Shape Memory
Effects and Applications , Toronto , May 1975 and published in the
Proceedings.
G. R. Edwards (co-authored with and presented by J. Perkins),”Martensitic
Transformation Cycling Debris and Strain-Reversible Martensitic :efor-
nation Effects ( Shape Memory Effects) in Ni-Ti Alloys,” ASM 1975
~aterials Science Symposium , Cincinnati, Ohio, November 1975.
A. E. Fuhs and A. Roberts , “Analysis of Propulsion for Gun Launched
Projectiles,” 12th Joint Army Nasa Air Force (JANNAF) . Propulsion
Meet ing 1975.
A. C. Fuhs , A. Roberts , H. L. Hodgkins , H. C. Fein , and P. J. Waltrup,
“An Evaluation of Performance of External Burning Assisted Projec-
tiles ,” (U), 11th JANNAF Canbustion Meeting Proceedings , 19714. Paper
is classified confidential . CPLA Publication 261 , December 19714.
A. E. Fuhs , D. L. Bailey , arid P. W. Tower , “Pollution Control of Airport
Engine Test Facilities,” PEP AGARD-NATO , Conference on Atmospheric
Pollution by Aircraft Engines , AGARD CP-l25, pp. 114-1 to 114—31,
1973.
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A. i~. Fuhs , “i j~nu~; ic~.; jn ~~~ ‘j 1 ~~~~ ~~~~~ ‘. to~~i~~ , ‘ ‘  ~~~~ ~~~ 5ente~:at Second 2-iservice ~eot in~ on n~ ine il t h ~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~ ~ove~ber 1’.— 151973 , Proceedings ~ubii~;he~ by S~avi1 Air ~~I~ ion 2e~ t Ccr~ter , Trento~New Jersey.
A.  . Fuhs , Gordon W . hir’ ~o ~~~~~~~~ Co~ u~ ~-,. f r r~~r~i, “~‘i ber h t  ic and ~~serii~’,ita1 Pressure Transducers ,“ Vol .  3~~, A L-V~ o~rt~~; Series in Aero-naut ics and Astronautios , Instru 1tion ~~~ r Airhreathin~ Pr~ pu1sion,MIT Press , l~~74 , pp. 2 L ’ — 2 2 ~+ .
A. U . Fuhs , 4. Jmit:iev , ‘1. a.x~r, and C . ~~wt’ , ‘1 xt ornal bur’nin~ AssjsteProjectile — A ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,“ 1 t~ TA~i’~A~’ ~‘ombust ion Meeting, ~e~~cr~Rhode Island , Au~;u st 1973 , ~Ti:\ Pnh I i~’it i or~ 243, ~ecamber l~~ 3, pp. 1
206.
A. I. . ~‘u:o; anC 0. ~i ~1ar~ , “Oensitv 1i-i~~e~; in a ~-i .;e ~ iv i t  v 1 nc I u, L n l  4aIi
Reflections and r~inetics of ~Iner~v Release ,” A TA\ R~;er ~o. 73_ 114 1 , 11th
Aerospace Sciences Meeting , Wash inCton , ~~~. C. , January 1973 , AIM - ui r~C
12 , pp. 1O~ 3—1OS9 , 1974.
A. L~. Fuhs and C . Biblarz , “Laser Internal A’ r~~~’n~mnics and Beam -ialitv ,”Society of Photographic and Instrumentation Un~ ineer’s , ee~ in ’~s of1973 Annudl Meeting , Vol. 41, Cevelopment; in Laser 7echncio~y - II,
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Oceans ,” Journal Underwater Acoustics, 23(3) , 1973.
E. D. Traganza , 3. C. Radney and K. J. Graham , “A Conve n ient
High Tempera ture Dry Combustion Thermal Conductivity
Ins t rument  for the Determination of Carbon in Marine
Zooplankton , ” Marine Chemist ry ,  1975.
S. P. Tucker , “Spectral  Radiance Meter ,” Exposure , 1 (3)
1973.
S. P. Tucker , “Underwater Opt ical Target ,” Exposure ,
3 (3) , 1975.
3. B. Wickham , “Observations of the California Counter-
current,” Journal of Marine Research, 33(2), 1975.
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R. S. Andrews and E. W. Shaar, Jr., “Mineralogy of Selected
World Soil Samples and Implications as to Abrasion and
Corrosion Potential of Soil on Military Ordnance ,”
Proceedings of the 11th National Conference on Environ-
mental Effects on Aircraft and Propulsion Systems,
Nava l  Air Propulsion Test Center , New Jersey , 1974.
R. H. Bourke and L. M. Thorne , “The Role of Heat Exchange
and Therma l Advection on Sea-Sur face  Tempera ture  Change
at OWS NOVEMBER ,” prese:—uted at annual fall meetinq of
the American Geophys ica l  Un ion , 1 9 7 4 .  A b s t r a c t  pub l i shed
in Transactions, American Geophysical Union, 1975.
F . C.  Hader l i e , “Des t ruc t ive  Mar ine  Wood and Stone Borers  in
Monterey Bay ,” presented at the Third International
Biodegradation Symposium , Kingston , R .I., 1975; pub-
lished in the Proceedings.
D. F. Leipper , “Some Features of the California Coastal
Atmosphere ,” Proceedings Coastal Zone Minagement and
the Western States Futurc-, Marine Technology Society,
Los Angeles Region Section, ‘ i-w n -ort Beach , CA , 1973.
D. F. Leipper , “Oceanograph\-’ , The N t -’y and Peop le ,” Pro-
ceedings, Marine Technology Socio~ v 9th Annual Con ference,1973.
P. G. Paquette , R. H.  Bo urke , and  C. P. Co rse , “The Source
of Temperature Mesos t ruc tu re  in the  Ocean Near the
Arctic Ice Marg in, ” presented at the fall annual meeting
of the American Geophysical t’nion , San Francisco , 1974.
Abstract published in Transaction , American Geophysical
Union, Vol. 56 (1975).
W. C. Thompson and R. C . Smith , Jr. , “W a\’c- c - r i - u p s  in Oc, an
Swel l , ” P roceed ings ,  Intern iit i - sial Ssn~p~isium on OceanWave Measurement and Analysis, New Orleans , LA , 1974.
W. C. Thompson , “Pe r iod  by t h e  W a v e — G r o u p  M , - t l n o d , ” 1 roc, e d u n n s
of the 13th Coastal En -i i r l rencc , Americ an
Society of Civil Enqineers , 1972 , Varicou ’~’er , B.C . Canada ,Chap. 55, (1973)
E. B.  Thornton , “ D i s t r i b u t i o n  o Sc-iIin ’u’ nt Transport Across t hi~
Sur f  Zone , ’’ j ’ r e (~o(- d i n 1 - n s  0 t b  I Oh c - o c t a l  ~- nConference , A m e r  t eon Aoc i e t  ‘: o - ‘ l v ;  I nec n - i-i , ‘~
Vanc o n ; v , - r , B . C .  Can i Ij , Chi n ’ . 5b , 1 1 1 7 3 )  -
E .  B. ‘I’horn t - - i i  a n - I  L. S. H omer , “c-e n ’ s - a r t  son P t  I I ’ - i r i ’ a l i c  and
N u i mi r i c a l  Ti I ,il Modi - i s , ’’ P ro cee d  i n  c t  * h : :  s i  urn u
Me-d e l  u nu -j 1 -  ‘ ‘lit u,~, i i i  -a , P~:n~- r i c m i  ~~O~ ’ - ‘ V - - ‘- - n - i - - 1  S
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E. D. Traganza and K. J. Graham , “ATP in Marine Zooplankton ,”
ATP Methodology Conf erence , San D iego , CA. Abstract
printed by Science Applicat ion Incorporated Technology
Company , San D iego , CA , 1975.
E. D. Traganza and J. C. Radney , “Biochemical Relationships
of Secondary Biomass and Dissolved Inorganic Nutrients ,”
Proceedin gs of the American Geophysical Union , Annual
Meeting, San Francisco , 1975.
J. B. Wickham , “Structure of the California Counterflows ,”
paper presented at the fall annual meeting , American
Geophys ical Union , San Fr ancisco , 1973.
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THES E S DIRECTED
G. L. Austin , “Some Interrelationships of West Coast Fog
and Synoptic Scale Meteoroloqical Paramete r s : A Limi ted
S ta t i s t i ca l  Study, ” Mast er ’ s Thesis, 1974. Advisor:
G. H. Jung .
D. E. Baugh , “RNA/DNA Ratios in the Estimation of Growth
Stages of Oceanic Zooplankton Populations ,” 1974 ,
Master ’ s Thesis. Advisor: E. D. Traganza.
R. E .  B lumb erg ,  “ Mesoscale  S p a t i a l  and Temporal  V a r i a t i o n s
— of Water Mass Characteristics in  the C a l i f o r n i a  C u r r e n t
Region Off Monterey Bay in 1973—1974 , ” Master ’ s Thesis ,
1975. Advisor: J. B. Wickham .
3. G. Bodie , “Formation and Development of Beach Cusps on
Del Monte Beach , Monterey, California ,’ Master ’s Thesis,
1974. Advisor: P. H. Bourke and R. S. Andrews.
J. W. Bonnett , “Analysis of the Lindquist Ocean Wave
Follower ,” Master ’ s Thesis, 1975. Advisor: N. F. 3.
Bos ton.
P. L. Brown , “ Geos t roph ic  C i r c u l a t i o n  O f f  the Coast of
Centra l  C a l i f o r n i a , ” ~ a s t e r ’ s Thes is ,  1974 .  Adv i so r :P. H . Bourke.
F. L. Bub , “Surf Zone Wave Kinematics ,” Master ’s The-ais,
1974 .  A d v i s o r :  F. B. Thorn ton .
D. Buchanan , “Ocean Hy d roc l ima te:  I ts  influence on Climate ,”
Master ’s Thesis, 1974. Advisor: D. F. Leipner .
C. J . Cox , “ Increasinq the At-Sea Operational App l i c a b i l i ty
of Oceanographic Research Ri -ports, ” Master ’s Thesis,
1973.  A d v i s o r :  D . F.  Leipp e- r and R. L. B e c h i e m a y r .
W. R.  Cors - , “ An (icneanoqranhic Tnvt-s t ic-at ion of Mesostructure
Near Arctic Ice Nar- ;ins ,” M a s t e r ’ s T h e s i s,  1974 .
Advisor: P. G. Paquette.
A. J. Compton , “A Study of th i- Bioluminescence of a Deep
Scattering Layer Or ;anisms (I u n - h i u s i n  P ui ’ific ,it in
Mon terey Bay , Californi a ,” N u s t e r ’s thesis , 1974 .
Ad v i s o r :  S. P. Tuck -c or al  C. ~~~~, l e i n i I a 1 ’ , I I I .
L. F. Didd l erneyer , “The Distributio n ul Su~~ - i’iid i~d P a r t i c u l a t -
M a t t e r o f f  the  Ca l i l i - r n  ~~i Coa st  I i -n i San tn  mi cisco
Bay  to Co 1-c- San ~1 i r t i n , 
“ M c i a t er ’ a ’Fhi - n - i s , l~~75.
Ad v i s o r :  S .  P .  T i r c k i - r .
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W. Donat , III , “Subtidal Cement Piling Fauna in Monterey
Harbor , California ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1975. Advisor:
E.  C. Haderlie .
W. P. Donnelly, Jr. , “Bathymetric Interference of Long
Range Low Frequency Sound Propagation ,” Ma ster ’ s
Thesis, 1975. Advisor: R. H. Bourke.
L. P. Elliott , “An Investigation of Various Parameters
Which May Affect the Mixed Layer Depth in the Ocean ,”
Master ’s Thesis, 1973. Advisor: G. H. Jung.
K. F .  Evans , “Two Methods fo r  the Numer ica l  C a l c u l a t i o n
of Acoustic Normal Modes in the Ocean ,” Mas ter ’s
Thesis, 1973. Advisor: G. H. Jung.
L. A. Ferraz , “Tidal and Current Prediction for the Amazon ’s
North Cha nnel Usi ng a Hy drodynaxnical-Numericai Model ,”
Master ’s Thesis, 1975. Advisorn S. P. Tucker.
T. J. Fitzgerald , “Compar ison of Fleet Numerical Weather
Central Acoustic Prediction System with the Integrated
Carrier Acoustic Prediction System (ICAPS), ” Master ’s
Thesis, 1974. Advisor: R. H. Bourke & C. K. Roberts.
D. D. Frydenl und , “Structural Geology of the Continental
Margin O f f  Poin t  Ano Neuvo , C a l i f o r n i a , ” Master ’ s
Thesis, 1974. Advisor: J. J. von Sc1-wind & P. S. Andrews.
J. J. Galviri , “ Kinemat ics  of Surf  Zone Breaking Waves:
Measurement and Analysis,” Master ’s Thesis, 1975.
Advisor :  E. B. Thornton .
R. E .  Greer , “ Mesoscale  Componen ts of the Geos t rophic
Flow and Its Temporal and Spatial Variability in the
California Current off Monterey Bay in 1973—1974 ,”
Master ’s Thesis, 1975. Advisor: J. B. Wickham.
T. D. Greeson , “Mass , S a l t ,  and Heat  Transpor t Across 4 0°N
Latitude in the Atlantic Ocean Based or IGY Data and
Dynamic Height Calculations, ” Master ’ s Thesis , 1974.
Ad visor : G . H. Jung .
S. H. Grigsby,  “The Response of a Two-Layer Hydrothermo-
dynamic Ocean Mode l to a Simulated Moving Hurricane ,”
Master ’ s Thesis , l97~~. Advisor : D . F . Le ipper
J. B. Haqen , “Acoustic Fluctuations Due to Shallow Water
Thermal Microstru c ture, ” Maste r ’ s Thesis , 1974 .
Advisor: F. B. Thornton .
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J. S. Hamlin , Jr . ,  “Structure of the U n u ~-r Monterey Submar ineFan Val ley , ” M o s t ~~ r ’ s T h , - s i - ; , l~~74 .  A d v i s o r :  R . S . A n d r e w s
and 3. 3. von Sciuw irni . -
J. E . H ol li s t e r , “Currents in Monterey Submarine Canyon ,”
Master ’ s Thesis, 1975 . 1- ivisor: P. S. Andrews and
R. G. Paquette.
M. L. Hooks , “Submersible Oriented Platform for Deep Ocean
Sed iment Stidoes (SO PDOSS ) , “ Master ’s Thesis, 1974.
Ad visor :  P. S. Andrews and R.  C. P r o w el l .
J. G. H ughes , “ The Spat ial  and Tempora l  V ar i a t i o n  of Sound
Speed in the Calitorria Current System oft Monterey,
California ,” Master ’s Thesis , 1975. Advisor: J. B. Wickham .
J. G. Hughes , “The Stat:istics of S-aund Speed Variations
Ne ar  the Boundary  of the C a l i f o r n i a  C o u n t e r c u r r e n t , ”
Master ’s Thesis, 1975. Advisor: 3. B. Wickham .
H.  K.  Jones , “ The E f f e c t  of a P l a n e  Boundary on Wave—
Induced Forces A ct in ~ on a c- -:b:-’.er~ c-d Cylinde r , ”
Master ’ s Thes is,  1975. A d v i s o r :  E .  B. Thorn to n - i  and
T. Sarpkaya .
L. K. Kane, II, “Measurement ~n:d Anal ys i s  of TemporalVariations of Salinity in :7hallow Cater , ” Master ’s
Thesis, 1974. Advisor: N. E. J. Boston and F .  B .
Thornton .
A. E .  Kar rer , “ The Descr i ptive and Dynamic Oceanography
of the Mesostructure Neor Arctic Ice Margins ,” MaRter ’ s
Thesis,  1975. Ad ’. i s o r :  P . C .  P a n n i e t t i - .
3. L. KeithI\ - , “A St udy of t he- Benthic Al qae in the Kelp
Bed O f f  Del Mo n t e  Ite u sl u , M-o ; 1 cr ey ,  California ,” Master ’s
Thesis , 1 7 4 .  A d v i s o r :  F .  C .  iladerije .
M. T. Korbet , “Shallow Water Acous tic Amp litude luctuation s
a t 35 ar -i d n 5  K H z , ” N u i -~t e r  ‘ s Th - s i s , 1 9 7 1 .  Ad v i s o r :
W . W.  D e n n e r .
S. B. K r a mer , “ Measure m e n t  of V i ~i c o - l a s t  i ”  P rop i - r t ies ofSome k -c - n t M a r i n e  S - , l i m e n t  s l’  a T o r s e - - i u u l l v  O sc i l -
la t i n g  C y l in h - r  ~-t i t j o l , ’’ N r a t  - c ’ s I h e s i s ,  It) 73.
Advisor: P. S. An -Jr , - s.
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L. A. Mahaffy , Jr. , “ Investigation of the Statistics of
Ocean Current Speeds ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1974. Advisor:
P. C. Paquette.
K. A. Mahumed, “Apparent Surf ace Currents Over the Monterey
Submarine Canyon Measured by the Method of Towed
Electrode s ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1973. Advisor: R. C.
Paquette .
J. C. Minard , “A Study of the Ef f ect of In te rna l  Wave
Induced Turbulence on Small Scale Temperature Structure
in Shallow Water ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1973. Advisors:
N. E. J. Boston and F. B. Thornton .
F. Misciasci , Jr .,  “Fog Occurrence and Forecas ting at Two
North Pacific Ocean Stations , May and June , 1953 ,”
Mas ter ’s Thesis, 1974. Also, Technical Report NPS--
58Mi74l0l. Advisor : D . F. Leipper.
G. K. N i f o n t o f f , “Analysis of Wave-Induced Errors in Turbu-
lent Flux Measurements ,” Master ’s Thesis , 1975.
Adv isor: E. B. Thornton .
R . T. Pea rson , “A Compu ter Simul ation Model of Seasonal
Variations in Ocean Production for a Region of Up-
welling, ” Master ’s Thesis , 1974. Advisor: F. D.
Traganza .
T. W . Perkins , “Accuracy Requirements of Environmental
Parameters in an Active Sonar Performance Model ,”
Maste r ’ s Thesis,  1974. Advisor :  P. H. Bourke and
L. P. Bechelmayr.
C. A. Peterson , “Examples of a West Coast Fog Sequence ,”
Master ’s Thesis, 1974. Also, Technical Report NPS-
58Lr75 09l. Advisor: D . F. Leipper.
B. W. Platz , J r . ,  “A Comparison of Satellite Images Capable
of Detecting Ocean Surface Features,” Master ’s Thesis,
1975. Advisor: J. B. Wickham and E. B. Thornton .
J. W. Powell , “An Investigation of Surface and Internal
Wave—Induced Turbulence in Shallow Water Thermal
Microstructure ,” Master ’s Thesis, 1974. Advisor:
F.  B. Thornton .
K. M. Rabe , “Spectral Anal ysis of the Energy Exchange at
OWS NOVEMBER ,” Master ’ s Thesis, 1975. Advisor : R. H.
Bou rke.
J. C. Radn ey, “Meisurement of Zooplankton Biomass by Carbon
A n a l y s i s  f o r  App l i c a t i o n i n  Sound t N - r i t t e r i n q  Mode l s , ”
Master ’s Thesis , 1974. Advisor: F’.. D. T r a q a n z a .  
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3. A. Reise , “A Drift Bottle Stud y of the Southern Monterey
Bay ,” Master ’ s Thesis , 1973. Advisor: C . C. Thompson.
D. P. Richardson , “The Kinematics of Water Particle Velocities
of Breaking Waves Within the S u r f  Zone ,” Master ’s Thesis,
1973. Advisor: E. B. Thornton .
R. F. flodrigues, “Upwelling at Cabo F’rio (Brazile), ” Master ’s
Thesis, 1973. Advisor: 0. F. Leipper.
P. D. Shuman , “1973 Variations of Hurricane Heat Potential
in the Philippine Sea and the Gulf of Mexico ,” Master ’s
Thesis , 1974. Advisor: 0. F. Leipper.
R. T. Simril , “High Fre n iency T e r e e cr a t u re  Fluctuations in the
A tmospher ic  Boundar ’:  L a y e r, ” M a s t e r ’ s T h e s i s,  1975.
Advisor: N. E. 3. Boston.
P. C. Smith , Jr., “Ocean Sw- -il -ive Groups from Wave Record
Analysis ,” Master ’ s Thesi,~~ 1974. Advisor: W. C. Thompson .Also , Technical j~ port_NPS 58CrTh7403l.
D. H. Smith , “Origin and Development of Beach Cusps at
Monterey Bay, California ,” Master ’ s Thesis, 1973.
Adv i s o r :  P. H.  Bourke .
W . F. Solomon , Jr. , “ An Evaluation of the I n t e g r a t e d  Column
Scattering Strength Used in Current Fleet Range Pre-
dict ion Models , ” M -i-t er ’s T h e s i s , 1 9 7 4 .  A d v i s o r :
E. D. Traganza.
C. H. Spikes , “A Gr a v im e t r i c  Survey on the Santa Cruz—
Ano Neuvo Po in t  C o n t i n e n t a l  dh~- lf t il l Adjacent Coast-line ,” Master ’s I’hosis, 1973. Advisor: R. S. Andrews
and 3. J. von S c h wi n d .
L. M. Th orne , “ The E f f e c t s  of Ile it I- xchange and Thermal
A d v e c t i o n  on Lh~ - R at e  of Chan i e at ‘ l em i - er a t u r e  a t  Ocean
W e a t h e r n  S t a t i o n  N PM — Ft P,” M i - t u ‘ 5 ‘. ‘}u,sns , 1 9 7 4 .
Advisor: P. H. D o u c h e.
R. N .  T r a p n e i l , J r .  , “Ocean The- i ri 1 S t ri ~cture Response to a
Mo\- ’ in g  H u r r i c a n e  N l - l , “ M e - n  - s Plies s , 1~~7-1 . A d v i s o r :D . F. Li-i pp-s r arni H. L . 1-: - ‘ - i .
M. F . C. V u — r i , ‘‘ f m e -—St- ti e s St m-i ~’ cC : ;- u n l i n t  a Vent u r iHarbor , Calif urn ; a , “ ‘-~ i-u I - n  ‘ s T e s i s ,  1 1 7 1  . -\ I so,
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S. E. Wheeler , “Mar ine  Fog Impact on Naval Operat ions ,”
Master ’s Thesis, 1974. Also Technical Report NPS-
58Wh74O9l. Advisor: D . F. Lei pper.
J. L. Wiggins, “ Implications of the Emerg ing Law of the Sea
to the U.  S . N avy ,” Master ’s Thesis , 1974. Advisor :
N. E. J. Boston and P. von Pagenhardt.
W. B. Woodson , III , “A Bottom Gravity Survey of the
Continental Shelf Between Point Lobos and Point Sur ,
Ca l i fo rn ia ,” Master ’s Thesis , 1973. Advisor: R . S.
Andrews and J. J .  von Schwind .
G. L. York , “Statistical Studies of World—Wide Secch i
Data ,” Master ’ s Thesis , 1974. Also Technical Report
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ABSTRACTS P U B L I S H E D
N . E. J. Boston , “ Small Scale Oceanic Structure in Shallow
Water ,” published in EQS Transactions, IUGG, 1975.
P. H. Bourke and L. M. Thorne , “The Role of Heat Exchange
and Thermal Advection on S e a — S u r f a c e  Temperature
Change at OWS NOVEMBER ,” presented at annual fall meeting
of the American Geophysical Union , 1974. Abstract
published in Transactions, American Geophysical Union,
Volume 56 , 1975.
P. G. Paquette and R. H. Bourke , “Ocean Dynamics Leading to
Temperature Mesostructure Ne-ar the A r c t i c  Ice Marg in ,”
published in Transactions, Ann-rican Geophysical Union,
Vol. 56 (12) 1008 , 1975.
E.  B . Thornton and N . C . J. Boston , “Small Scale Interactions
in the Upper Ocean ,” paper presented at the fall annual
meeting of the American Geophysical Union , 1973. Abstract
pub l ished in T r a n s a c t i on , American Geophysica l Union,
Vol. 55 , 1974 .
E. 0. T r a g a n z a  and K .  3. Graham , “ATP in Marine Zooplankton ,”
ATP Methodology Conferenci--, San Diego , CA , 1975. Abstract
published by Science Apolication Incorporated Technoloqy
Company , San Diego , Ca , 1975.
F. D. Traganza and J. C. Radney, “Biochemical Relationships
of the ‘Secondary Biomass ’ and Dissolved Inorganic
N u t r i e n t s ,” published in EQS Transactions , American
Geophysical Union, 56(4): 239 , 1975.
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R. S. Andrews , “Correct ions f o r  U n d e r w a t er  C r a v i m e t r y , ”
Naval Postgraduate School , Technical Report NPS-
58Ad740llA.
N. F. J. Boston , A. Maratos , J . A. Gal t , and F. D. Traganza ,
“A Measurement of Nt arshore Lci n- gmuir Circulation ,” NPS—
58Bb7504l, 1975.
N . E.  J. Boston and C. L. Sipe, “A llioh Frequency Platinum
Resistance Thermon -noter System for  M e a s u r i n g  T u r b u l e n t
Atmospheric Temperature Fluctuati i-ns,” Ni S-58Bb—7502l,
1975.
N .  E. J. Boston and C.  B. Thornton , “Literature Review and
Progress Report on Watsonville Caste Treatment Project ,”
consulting repor t , L’.HA~ 1 — 1 — 7 5 ,  Document ~l , 1975.
R. H. Bourke and R. G. Paque 4- te , “Acoustic Propagation in
the Ice Margins of the- Chukchi and Beaufort Seas ,”
NPS—58Bf74l2l .
R. H. Bourke and K.  ‘-I . Rabe , “A StA t istic al and Spectral
Anal ysis of the Air—Sea interactions at OWS NOVEMBER , ’
Env i ronmenta l  Predi c’ ion Research Facility , M --terev ,
CA., Technical Paper 9-75.
F. C . Hader l i e , J. ii. Philli ps, and C. L . Lee , “An Analysis
of DOT in Marine Sediments ,” Environmental Prediction
Agency , Rese-arch Repo rt EPA-660/3-75-0l3. 1975.
E. C. Haderlie, “Antifouling Ci-atings and Their Influence
on the Marine Environment ,” Naval Undersea Center ,
Technica l  R e n o n t  4 4 3 , L i t ’~d Dec. 197-1 , publish~- i 1975.
E. C. Haderlie , J. II. P h i l l i p s , :irH C. L. Lee , “An A n a l y s i s
of the Dynamics of DPI’ and it s Derivat ives , ODD and
DDE , in M a r i s € ’  t ;i -’d i m e n t  s , “ ‘i’ech a ic a i __Eej~~rt f o r  P r o jec tP 800—365, Off ice of Re-search and t)evelc~pment , U. S.
E n v i r o n m e n t a l  Pro 4 uct iun ’, A-iencv , C ishin:; t or , D.C . 197 -1 .
F. C. H a d e r l i e , “T he l1~: robio n i c i l  Research Inst tut e ,Un i v e r s i t y  of I s t a n b u l , I’ui rh - “ O f f i c e  o f M av a l
Research , Lond on , R- - - - R— ( ,3 173 •
E. C. Haderlie , “The He i nz S’einit c M i t i r i e  P i i o I O n i c a l
Labora~ ory, il; Hebrew a iv etsi t ~ -C J e rumsrle n i~, Pilot,
I s r ae l , ” O f  I iCc of , rvo t R i ;~~~~ i arch , l ondon , R i - u - n t  R—5—
7 3 , l c - 7 3 .
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E. C. Hader-lie , “Marine Biology and Oceanography in Greece , ”
Office of Naval Research , London , Report R-9-73. 1973.
C. C. Hader l i e , “Marine Biological Migration Through the
Suez Canal: The Influence of the Canal Closure and
Curtailment of the Nile Flow ,” Eurono~~n S c i e n t i f i cNotes, Office of Nava l Research , London , Report E-S-N
2 7 — 3 ,  1973.
D. F. Leipper and F. 3. Misciasci , Jr ., “Fog Occur rence  and
Forecasting at Two North Pacific Ocean Stations ,” 1953 ,
NPS—58Mi74l0l.
D. F. Leipper and P. D. Shuman , “1973 Variations of Hurricane
Heat Po ten t i a l  in the P h i li puino Sea and the Gulf of
Mexico ,” Technical Report NF’S— 58Lr7403l, 1974 .
R. G. Paquette and R. H. Bourke , “Oceanographic Measurements
Near  the A r c t i c  Ice Mar e in s ,” NPS—5 8Pa73121A , 1973.
P. G. Paquette and P . H . Bourke , “An Oceanographic Investi-
gation of the Marginal Ice Zon e in the Chukch i and
Beaufort Seas in Summer l9~~] and 1972 ,” NPS-58Pa7302lB,1973.
W . C. Thompson and R. C. Smith , Jr., “Ocean Swell Wave
Groups from Wave Record Analysis ,” NPS-58SmTh7403l.
W. C. Thompson and N . E.  C. Vieira , “Time-Series of Sanding
in Ven tu ra  Ha rbo r ,  C a l i f o r n i a , ” N P S — 5 8 V i T h 7 4 0 3 2 .
E. B. Thornton and D. P.  Richardson , “The Kinematics of
Wate r  P a r t i c l e  V e l o c i t i e s  of B r e a k :n g  Waves W i t h i n
the Surf Zone ,” NPS-58Tm740llA .
F. B. Thornton and N. C. J. Boston , “Separating Turbulent
and Wa -- e--Ind-nced Velocity and Temperat ure Fluctuations ,”
NPS—58Tm7402l
E. D. Traganci , J. C. Ricln ’v and K .  J. Graham , “Convenien t
High Temperature Dry Combus ’ ion Thermal Conduct ivity
I n s t r u m e n t  f o r  the Determ .u ; n l L  - n  of - ‘ i n T h o n  i n  M a r  1 n o
Z o o p l a n k t o n , ” NP~~~~8T 750~~~.
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A . F . Andrus , “A Descri ption of an AAC Mobe- l ond Its Class-
room Uses ,” 1973 Wint er tfinulation Conference , January
1973 , San Francisco . Published in full in Conference
Proceedings.
J. K. Arima , “Organizational Effectiveness , O c c u p a t i o n a l
Research and the Navy— —Prospectus 1980 , ” San Diec’o ,
Ju ly 1973. Paper to he published in conference record.
3. K . Arima , “Verbal Discrimination Learninq : An Informa-
tion Analysis of Randomly Presented 2- , 3- , and 4-word
i tems . ” Paper  p r e s e n t e d  at  the  82nd A n n u a l  Conven tion of
the American Psycholoqical Association , Mew Orleans , LA.,
August 30 — 3 September 1974.
J. K.  Ar ima  and R.  D. Read , “Controlling the Riot Shotgun .”
Paper presented at the annua l meeting of the Western
Psycholog ica l  Assoc ia t ion , S a cr r r n en t o , C’-., A rril 1975.
D. R .  Barr y “Discus s ion  of Rid ge Regression and Bayesian In-
ference  in Cost ing , ” 31st MOSS, 1)73. Full paper in
Conference Proceedings. -
D. R. Barr , “Stochastic Implications of Utilit y A ssiunm ents ,’
w i t h  F. R icha rds , Operations Research Society of America ,
Western Section Meetings , Ma rch 7 , 1975 .
D. R. Barr , “Statistical Aspects of Lumpabilit y with Applica-
tions to Manpower M o de ls , ” with U . Thomas , Operations
Research So int’: of America and the 1nst~~tute of “ana :e-ment Scienc - s ~Joint National Meetins , A n r i l  3 0 , 1975.
D. P. Bar r , “Probability Feedback in the A s s e s s m e n t  of
Utilities , ” with F . Richa rds , Ar- c-rican institute for
Decision Sciences , Annual f n -tin -s , C i n c i n a t t i , Ohio ,
November 5 , 1975. Ful I paper in proceesinen s of the
meeting.
D. R. Barr , “Some Cenm;et n c  Charact erist ics of M irkov Chain
Lumpabi lity, “ with N . Tlo unas , upen - a t  i o n  R e- s e a r c h  Society
of America and the Insti ute 01 :n ;e n ea t Sciences JOin’
National Neetinq , P1;’ a f i -lph a , PA , M u S h  31 , l 76.
U .  K .  B lock , “Wealth E !uiv ml ~ - n ;ts inS Si l e n  - -  Decisions , ”T I N u  X X I I , TO H- o , 1 7 5
I n
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G. H. Bradley , “Coefficient Reduction for Inequalities in
0-1 Variables.” Paper presented at the 8th Internationa l
Symposium on Mathematical Programming , Stanford University ,
August 27—31 , 1973.
G. H. Bradley, “Why are Integer Programs Hard to Solve?”
Presented at the National Meeting of the Operations Research
Society of America , San Diego , November 1973.
G. H. Bradley, “Bilateral Trade Theory : A Problem in Combina-
torial Analysis and Graph Theory,” with Ross Starr (Yale
University), paper presented at the M .S.S.B. Colloquium
on Mathematical Economics , Universi ty of California ,
Berkeley , August 1974.
G. H. Bradley, “Deterministic Networks ,” paper presented at
the Second Annual Systems Engineering Conference of the
American Institute of Industrial Engineers in Minneapolis ,
Minnesota , November 1974.
G. H. Bradley, G. Brown and G. Graves , “A Comparison of
Storage Structures for Primal Network Codes.” Paper
presented at the Operations Research Society of America
National Meeting , Chicago , May 1975 , and invited by
Management Science.
G. H. Bradley , “Structure and Error Detection in Computer
Software ,” with G. T. Howard and N. F. Schneidewind .
Paper presented at the American Institute of Industrial
Engineer ’s Meeting , Washing ton , D. C., May 1975.
G. H. Bradley, “Fixed Order Enumeration Methods .” Paper
presented at the Operations Research Society of America
National Meeting , Las Vegas , November 1975.
G. H. Bradley , G. G. Brown & G. Graves , “Tailoring Primal
Network Codes to Classes of Problems with Common Struc-
ture .” Paper presented at the Operations Research Society
of America National Meeting , Las Vegas , November 1975.
G. H. Bradley , G. G. Brown & G. Graves , “Surrogate Programming
Approach to Solution of Large Scale Primal Network Codes.”
Paper presented at the Operations Research Society of
America National Meeting , Philadelphia , March 1976.
G. H. Bradley, G. G. Brown & G. Graves , “Larc~e Scale NetworkOptimization ,” IX Interna tional Sympos ium on Mathematical
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C. G. Brown , “Approximation of Stochastic Vector Products,”
with H. Rutemiller , Spring 1974, ORSA Meeting, Boston .
G. G. Brown , “Matrix Inversion by Block Pivoting ,” ORSA
Meeting, Fal l  1974 , San Juan, Puerto Rico .
G. G. Brown , “A Comparison of Storage Structures for Primal
Network Codes,” with G. Bradley and G. Graves , Spring
1975 , ORSA Meeting , Chicago .
G. G. Brown , “A Nonlinear Programming Algorithm Using Higher
Order Representations of Highly Nonlinear Problems,”
Spring 1975 , Western ORSA Meeting , Monterey .
G. G. Brown , “Maximum Likelihood Estimation of the Probability
of Labor Force Participation When the Dependent Variable
is Binary with an Application to the AFDL Population-at-
Risk ,” with H. Rutemiller and E. Solberg, 1975 , Western
Economics Association , San Diego.
G. G. Brown , “An Application of a Nonlinear Integer Program-
ming Algorithm to an Engineering Design Problem ,” w i t h
C. Graves , Fall 1975, ORSA 7~ee ti n g,  Las Vegas.
G. G. Brown , “An Examination of the Effects of the Criterion
Functional on Optimal Fire-Support Policies ,” with .3.
Taylor , Fall 1975, ORSA Meeting, Las Vegas.
C. G. Brown, “Canonical Methods in the Solution of Variable-
Coefficient Lanchester—Type Equations of Modern Warfare ,”
with J. Taylor , Fall 1975, ORSA Meeting, Las Vegas.
G. G. Brown , “Tailoring Primal Network Codes to Classes of
Problems with Common Structure ,” with G. Bradley and
G. Graves , Fall 1975 , ORSA Meeting , Las Vegas.
G. G. Brown , “Development of a New Large Scale Linear , Integer ,
Nonlinear Programming Code with Dynamic Factorization ,”
with G. Bradley and G. Graves , Fal l  1976 , ORSA Meeting,
Miami .
R. W. Butterworth , “Determining Staffing Levels for Out-
patient Walk-In Clinics. ” An invi ted presentation at
the Forum on Ambulatory Care Systems , National Coopera-
tive Services Center for Hospital Management Engineering ,
San Francisco , California , June 1975.
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C. B. Derr , “Contingency Approaches to Conflict Management.”
Paper presented at Western Academy of Managemen t Meeting ,
Las Vegas , March 1975.
C. B. Derr , “Organization Development in Schools.” Paper
presented at American Educational Research Association
Meeting , Washington , D. C., March 1975.
R. S. Elster , “Development of a Man-to-Man Rating Scale for
Evaluating Performance ,” American Psychology Association ,
Montreal , September 1973. Published in Conference
Proceedings.
R. S. Elster , “Subordinate Ratings : Why Not?” Military Test-
ing Association , San Antonio, November 1973. Published
in Conference Proceedings.
R. S. Elster , “An Organizational Development Program in Two
Navy Organizations Staffed by Military and Civilian
Personnel ,” with W. Cithens , Proceedings of the 1974
Psychology in the Air Force Symposium, Colorado Springs ,
April 1974 .
R. S. Elster , “Selection of Students for the Naval Postgraduate
School ,” with W. Githens , Proceedings of the 1974 Military
Testing Association Convention, Oklahoma City , October 1974.
C. K. Eoyang , “Systems Analysis and the Dynamics of Manpower .”
Paper presented to the XXII International Meeting of the
Institute of Management Sciences , Kyoto , Japan , July 1975.
C. K. Eoyanq , “Studies of the Effectiveness of Paramedical
Usage in Medical Care Delivery, ” with W. C. Giauque ,
R. T. Harris, & C. B. Derr , NATO Conference on Systems
Science in Health Care , July 1976.
C. K. Eoyang, “The Effects of Similarity and Dissimilarity on
Group Performance ,” with Ic. W . Wells , American Psycholog i-
cal Association , Washing ton , D. C., August 1976.
D. P. Gayer, “Methods for Assessinci Variability , with Emphasis
on Simulation Data Interpretation ,” International Symposium
on Uncertainties in Hydrolog ic and Water Resources Systems ,
University of Arizona , Tucson , 1973.
D. P. Gayer , “On the Magnitude and Duration of Traffic Jams
on Roads ,” International Statistical (invited paper),
Vienna , Aus tr i a , Auqust , 1973. Paper in conference record .
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D. P. Gayer , “Probability Models in Logistics ,” Logistics
Symposium , Fall 1973. Paper to appear in Proceedings.
W. C. Giauque , “Studies on the Effectiveness of Paramedical
Usage in Medical Care Delivery ,” with R. Harris, presented
at the Ninth Annual Health Systems Symposium, November
1975 , Carmel , CA.
W. C. Giauque , “Applications of Computers in Medical Care
Delivery,” presented at the Ambulatory Health Care
Symposium , February 1976, San Diego, CA.
W. J. Haga, “Professionalism and the Role Making Process,”
at American Psychological Association, Montreal , August
1973.
W . J. Haga , “Bureaucracies and Adhocracies,” at American
Psychological Association , Montreal , August 1973.
W. J. Haga , “Professionalism and the Dysfunctional Use of
Organization Resources ,” Western Economic Association ,
Las Vegas, June 1974.
W. J. Haga, “Can an Engineer Join a Union and Still be Pro-
fessional?” at American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics , Los Angeles , August 1975.
.3. K. Hartman , “A Global Search Method for Functions of Sev-
eral Variables ,” 44th National ORSA meeting , San Diego,
Calif., November 1973. Abstract pu~ lished in ORSA Bul-letin , Vol. 21 , Supplement 2, Fall 1973.
J. K. Hartman , “Auditing Cost—Effectiveness Analyses of
Technological Changes ,” with N. K. Womer , January and
May 1973. Published in Proceedings of 31st MORS, Spring
1973 , Washington , D. C.
J. K. Hartman, “Extension of the Grid Linearization Method
for Convex Optimization to Nonconvex Nonlinear Programs ,”
presented at the ORSA/TIMS Joint National Meeting , 17-19
November 1975 , Las Vegas. Abstract published in ORSA
Bulletin , Vol. 23 , Supplement 2, Fall 1975.
J. K. Hartman , “The Potential for Use of Quantitative Methods
in Education and Training Systems Management,” COMNAVAIRPAC
Educational Systems Management Seminar , Naval Postgraduate
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G. T. Howard , “Structure and Reliability of Computer Software ,”
with G. H. Bradley , T. F. Green & N. F. Schneidewind .
Proceedings of 26th Annual Conference and Convention ,
American Institute of Industrial Engineers. Washington ,
D. C., 20—23 May 1975.
G. T. Howard , “Program Structures Complexity and Error Charac-
teristics ,” with T. F. Green , R. J. Pariseau & N. F.
Schneidewind . Proceedings of the 1976 Microwave Research
Institute Symposium on Computer Software Engineering ,
April 1976.
J. A. Jolly, “The Nature of Firms Manufacturing Non-Industrial
Non-Communications Microwave Products in the USA ,” Lough-
borough University , U.K., 73 Symposium on Microwave Power ,
Summary and Abstract in Conference Proceedings.
.3. A. Jolly, “Technical Advances in Operational Microwave In-
dustrial Process Systems in North America ,” published in
the Proceedings of the 7th International Congress on Elec-
tro Heat, Warsaw , Poland , 1972. Published in 1973.
3. A. Jolly, “A Study of the Technology Transfer Capability
of Eleven Organizations ,” NAVMAT HQ , Washington , 0. C.,
Workshop on Technology Transfer , June 9 ,  1975.
.3. A. Jolly, “Technology Transfer and Utilization : A Longi-
tudinal Study Using Benefit Analysis to Measure the
Results from an R&D Laboratory ,” NATO-ASI on Industrial
Applications of Technology Transfer , June 22-July 3, 1975 ,
Les Arcs , Bourg St. Maurice , FRANCE.
C. 3. Jones, “Escalation Provisions for Navy Contracts: Issues
and Choices ,” with M. G. Sovereign , Proceedings of the
Fourth Annual DOD Procurement Research Symposium , October
1975.
C. R. Jones, “The Naval Ship Acquisition Process as a System ,”
with S. M. Dean , M. G. Sovereign , presentation to the
Navy R&D Council for Acquisi tion Research , December 1975.
R. R. Judson , “The Maturing of Congressional Responsibilities
in Acquisition ,” San Francisco Chapter of the National
Contract Management Association , San Francisco , December
1974. Full paper in Conference Proceedings.
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R. R. Judson , “Procurement Management Education : What Should
be Done?” National Contract Management Association ,
National Symposium , Los Angeles , July 1975. Full paper
in Conference Proceedings.
M. B. Kline , “Economic Considerations for Maintainability,”
6th Annual SRE/ASQC Seminar , Niagra Falls , New York ,
September 1973. Full paper in Proceedings.
M. B. Kline , “Preparing for a New Program - Concept/Predesign/
Proposal,” ETA Working Conference on New Perspectives in
Product Effectiveness , May 1974, San Diego . Session
minutes in Conference Proceedings.
M. B. Kline , “Maintenance and Maintainability Interfaces in
Integrated Logistics Support ,” ADPA/VS Army Material Com-
mand Maintainability Engineering Symposium , Washington ,
D. C., September-October 1974. Full paper in Proceedings.
P. A. W. Lewis , “Large Scale Computer Assisted Statistical
Computation ,” 6th Conference on Computer Science and Sta-
tistics , 1973.
P. A. W. Lewis , “Statistical Tests of Some Widely Used and
Recently Proposed Uniform Random Number Generators ,”
with C. P. Learmonth . In Proceedings 7th Conference on
Computer Science and Statistics , 1974.
P. A. W. Lewis , “Marked Cluster Point Processes as Models
for Eqrthquake Occurrence ,” International Geophysics
Conference , Cambridge , England , 1974.
P. A. W. Lewis , “Mixed Moving Average and Autoregressive
Gamma Point Processes ,” Point Process Workshop , London ,
1974. Also at Annual Statistical Societies Meetings ,
August 1975.
P. A. W. Lewis, “Recent Results in the Generation and Testing
of Uniform Random Variates ,” TIMS Meeting , Kyoto, 1975.
K. T. Marshall , “Data Bank Retrieval and Confidentiality
Problems ,” Symposium on the Utilization of Organizational
Indicator Data (sponsored by ONR) , University of Michigan ,
September 1974. Published in the Proceedings.
K. T. Marshall , “Interactive Manpower Policy Planning Models
in the U. S. Navy and Marine Corps ,” with R. M. Oliver ,
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K. T. Marshall , “Some Optimization Models in Long-Run Manpower
Planning ,” with R. C. Grinold , ORSA/TIMS Meeting , Phila-
delphia , PA , April 1976.
P. R. Milch , “Life Testing Type Data From Military Experiments ,”
Joint ORSA/TIMS Meeting, November 17-19 , 1975, Las Vegas ,
Nevada.
0. E. Neil , “Biorhy thms and Industr ial Safety, ” National Safety
Congress , Chicago , October 1974. Summary published in
Congress Proceedings.
D. E. Neil , “Behavioral Techniques for “Early Warn ing ’ Health
Screening Systems ,” National Science Foundation National
Conference on Future Directions in Occupational Safety and
Health , Columbus , MD , May 1974. Published in Conference
Proceedings.
0. E. Neil and S. 0. Parsons , ‘ Possible Application of Bio-
rhythm to Flight Safety .” Invi ted paper presented at the
International Airline Transport Association Conference,
Istanbul , Turkey , November 1975.
D. E. Neil , “Biorhy thm ,” presented at Office of Naval Research
Meeting on Brain Mechanism and Behavior , Monterey, CA ,
July 1975.
S. H. Parry , “An Analysis of Factors Affecting a Tank Commander ’s
Firing Decision Process ,” Thirteenth Army Operations Research
Symposium , For t Lee , VA , October - November 1974 . Paper to
appear in the Proceedings.
S. H. Parry , “A First Cut lethod for Evaluating Improvements
in Tank Performance Due to Design Changes ,” Fourteenth
Army Operations Research Symposium , Fort Lee, VA , 17-20
November 1975. Full paper published in the Proceedings.
S. H. Parry , “An Analysis of Field Artillery Unit Configura-
tions Employing Cannon Launched Guided Projectiles ,”
Fourteenth Army Operations Research Symposium , Fort Lee,
VA , 17-20 November 1975. Full paper publ ished in the
Proceedings.
S. H. Parry , “The XM-l Tank Material Need s Study - An Applica-
tion of DYNTACS-X and FAST (Bonder-IUA),” with D. Brown ,
Thirty—Sixth Military Operations Research Symposium ,
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G. K. Poock , “Kirlian Photography as a Medical Diagnostic
Tool .” Invited Speech , Canadian Medical Association ,
Annua l Conference , Toronto, June 1974.
G. K. Poock , “Current Status of Kirlian Photography Develop-
ment : Poock—Sparks Cinematography .” Invi ted Speech ,
Ontario Medical Association 95th Annual Meeting , May 5 ,
1975 , London , Ontario.
C. K. Poock , “High Voltage Motion Picture Photography, ” New
York Academy of Medicine and IKRA , Conference , May 17 ,
1975. Invited Speech (presented in absentia).
G. K. Poock , “The Poock-Sparks Technique of Motion Picture
Kirlian Photography and a Technique for Quantifying
Kirlian Photographs.” Invited speech presented in
absentia via tape to the 2nd International Conference
of the International Association for Psychatronic Research ,
July 1—4 , 1975 , Monte Carlo, Monaco.
G. K. Poock , “High Voltage Photography : Applications and
Pitfalls. ” Invi ted speech presented to Fall Conference ,
Drexel University, Office of Continuing Education and
IKRA , November , 1975 , Philadelphia , PA.
W. M. Raike , “Extensions of Some Results of Gale and Nikaido
Concerning Global Unicity of Solutions to Nonlinear In-
equalities ,” with A. Charnes and J. Stutz , Operations
Research Group (Monterey) Working Paper , September 1973.
W. M. Raike , “Performance—Constrained Deterministic and Prob-
abilistic Multiperiod Inventory Problems : Part I. Opera-
tions Research Group (Monterey) Working Paper , September
1973.
W. M. Raike , “Solutions to Triangular Conditional E-Models
Arising from Inventory Problems ,” International Conference
on Stochastic Programming , Oxford University , England .
Paper to be published in Conference Proceedings.
F. R. Richards , “Demand Forecasting - The View from Academe ,
MORS ,” Annapolis , June 1973. Paper published in Conference
Proceedings, U. S. Naval Academy .
F. R. Richards , “A Rationale for Selecting a Family of Demand
Distributions for Inven tory Systems ,” Proceedings 1974
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F. R. Richards , “An Experiment in Teaching Probability to
Junior High School Students,” Fall Math Conference of
Monterey Peninsula Unified School District, Monterey,
October 1974.
F. R. Richards , “Comments on the Distrihution of Inventory
Position in a Continuous—Review (s ,S) Inventory System ,”
ORSA/TIMS Meet ing , San Juan , Puerto Rico , October 1974.
F. R. Richards , “Stochastic Implications of Utility Assiqn—
ments ,” Wester Section ORSA Meeting , Monterey , March 1975 ,
with Donald R. Barr.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Usinq Time-Sharing for Software Relia-
bility Analysis ,” Proceedings of the Second Annual Computer
Communications Conference at California State Universi,~~~San Jose , January 1973 .
N. F. Schneidewind , “Lecturer in U .C.L.A. Engineering and
Physical Sciences Division Short Course ,” Auçust 1973.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Analy tic Model of Software Quality Con-
trol ,” ORSA 43rd National Meeting, Milwaukee , Wisconsin,
May 1973.
N. F. Schneidwind , “Managemen t Information Systems ,” Sponsored
by Data Processing Management Association , Harnell College ,
Salinas , CA , 9 April 1973.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Curren t Results of Command and Control
Software Reliability Evaluation ,” Federal Government
Computer Performance Evaluation Users Group , Naval Post-
graduate School , Monterey, CA , 22 March 1973.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Data Privacy and Security ,” Salinas Val-
ley , Monterey Peninsula Chapter of the National Association
of Accountants and Data Processing Management Association ,
15 January 1974.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Mass and Memory System Peripherals ,”
Eighth IEEE Computer Society thternational Conference ,
San Francisco , February 1974. Full paper in Proceedings.
N. F. Schneidewind , Management Informa tion Systems , Da ta
Processing Management Association , ll artnell College,
Salinas , CA , 18 April 1974.
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N. F. Schneidewind , “Software Complexity and the Cost of
Testing ,” AIEE National Conference , 1975 , with G. Bradley
and G. Howard . Accepted .
N. F. Schneidewind , “Simulation of Error Detection in Computer
Programs ,” Symposium on the Simulation of Computer Systems ,
Sponsored by National Bureau of Standards and the ACM ,
Boulder , Colorado , August 12-14 , 1975.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Structure and Error Detection in Computer
Software ,” with C. Bradley and G. Howard , AIIE National
Conference , Washing ton , 0. C., May 21—23, 1975.
N. F. Schneidewind , “An Analysis of Computer Performance and
Resource Usage in a Multi—programming Environment ,” ORSA/
TIMS Meeting , Chicago, IL, May 2, 1975.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Analysis of Errors in Computer Software ,”
1975 International Conference on Reliable Software ,
Sponsored by IEEE , ACM , and NBS , Los Angeles , CA , April
21—23 , 1975.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Simulation of Error Detection in Compu ter
Programs ,” ORSA Western Section Meeting, Monterey, CA ,
March 17, 1975.
D. A. Schrady , “The State of OR Theory Available for Military
Application : Supply Management,” Proceedings of 3th MORS
(SECRET) , September 1973.
0. A. Schrady, “Graduate Education in OR/SA for Military
Officers ,” Proceedings of 30th MORS, (SECRET) , September
1973.
D. A. Schrady , Discussant of Paper , “Logistic Performance In-
dicators for Cost-Benefi t Analyses of Automatic Data Proc-
essing Systems ,” Proceedings of the 32nd MORS (SECRET ),
September 1974.
D. A. Schrady, “A Survey of Inventory Theory and Practice ,”
with 0. Gross. Commissioned Survey paper for the ONR/GWU
Logistics Research Conference , May 1974.
D. A. Schrady, “Current Trends in Military Operations Research ,”
Joint National Meeting of the Operations Research Society
of America and the Institute of Management Sciences ,
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M. C. Sovereign , “Fullcos tiriq ot Weapons Systems ,” Proceeding s
of the 7th Annual  DOD Cost Research Symposium, comp iled by
the Office of the Comptroller of the Army , Washing ton , D. C.
M. C. Sovereign , “Res u l ts of the Sem i n a r  on Acq uis i tion Cos t
Estimating Models ,” Cha irman ’s Summary of Acquisition
Cost Estimating Group , 8th Annual DOD Cost Research Sym-
posi um , A i r l i e, VA , November 1973.
J. G. Taylor , “Survey on the Optimal Control of Lanchester-Type
Attri tion Processes ,” Workshop on the State of the Art of
Ma th e m a t i c s  in Comba t Models , McLean , VA , June 1973.
J. G. Taylor , “Lanchester-Type Models of Warfare ,” i nv i ted
tutorial, presented before the 46th National Meeting of
the Operations Reseach Society of America (ORSA ), San Jua n ,
Puer to Rico , Oc tober 1974 .
J. G. Taylor , “The Force-Ratio Equation for Some Lanchester-
Type Models of W a r f a r e ,” with S. Parry (presented by
G. Lindsay), presented at the 47th Joint ORSA/TI.MS Na-
tional Meeting , Chicaqo , I l l i n o i s, May 1975.
J. C. Taylor , “A Turtorial on Lanchester-Type Models of War-
fare ,” 35th Mili tary Operations Research Symposium ,
Annapolis , MD , July 1975.
3. G. Taylor , “Summary of Invited Papers ,” ONR Fire Suppor t
Me thodology Workshop, Monterey, CA , August 1975.
J. G . Taylor , “A General Theory for Lanchester Combat Models ,”
with C. Comstock (presented by C. Comstock), SIAM-SIGNUM
1975 Fa l l  Mee ting , San Francisco , CA , December 1975.
J. G. Taylor , “On the Relationship Between the Force Ratio
and the Instantaneous Casualty-Exchange Ratio for Some
Lanchester—Type Models of Warfare ,” Philadelph ia Joint
ORSA/ TIM S Na tional  Mee ting , Philadelphia , PA , April 1976.
K. Terasawa , “Generating Quantitat ive Data Requirements for
Pricing of Publicly Provided Goods ,” TIMS In terna t iona l
Conference , Ju ly  1975 , Kyoto , Japan.
M . U. Thomas , “A Decision Ana ly tic Approach to the Dia gnosis
of Coronary Heart Disease ,” IEEE Conference on Systems ,
Man , and Cybernetics , Bos ton , November 1973. Paper pub-
lished in Conference Proceedi~~!.
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R. A. Weitzman , “Pattern Scoring of Short Predictors ,” Pro-
ceedings of the 81st Annual Convention of American
Psychological Association , 1973.
D. R. Whipple , “On the Optima l Mix of Health and Income In-
surance ,” at Western Economic Association Meetings ,
Claremon t , CA , August 1973.
D. R. Whipple , “U ti l i zation of M i l i tary  Heal th Care Fac i l ities ,”
at Operations Research Society of America Meetings , San
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